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( 1·'
···, ··, .· The core 6f this;present w.<;>rk is atalk o~ basic pastoral ~t~gy_ . ·~·
~

'd~livered t6 ..5ome bf the diocesan· priests\of Mfndanao-Suh,1. ·My
' concern, ' and theirs, ' was:· Wit~' ~ritic~l -refl~cti~ri on the· pastpral
effi~acy_, of'the 'chur¢h for the life_of th~· world. Of its nature, ~ talk
-: ''does not lenditself to elabor?te foot-noting, explanation bf
tools'
' ' . 'being:, USed,.:~or to 'the critical justification of such tools.' It i~ al~50 ' '
., properlyforbidd~n to range t6Q:~del~ frorh'local context in ·a'talk, \.
:<-· even when _the ideas ·hav~ a much wider application. As:a r~ult of ,'.
an this,'J discovere~thatthere wasa sig~ificanfdifference Between .
~(i) tl\e working paper which I ~laboratedas remote preparation.for_
· . ·
· . .
. _
·· , . the talk an'd (li)Jhe talk.it~lf ~
·'
"
'·'-:
This would pre~nt ·no ·difficulty if I were. willing tb simply ·
·pubH~·h the talka? it was give~~ · 6ut I fe~lthat people ,have a rigl)f ·
·. tO the•criticaffoundation~such as iHs4ehind toe assertions m:the·
' talk'a~d°. I ~xperlence an obl.igatiol) to p~o'.vide that:
. . ,~ .:
- -Her~ is how I have res0l~ed my dJfficuliy. I have psed the
. g~ne~al introduction of my background paper"as Introduction to the
· -' talk and fhave placed the remaiQder of thqtpaper han Append~::
. . There is ·~ clear structural parall~l betweeri the 'talk and the content .
··: .' oftheAp~ndiX soiit
be easy for·anybod~/ who. ha~· an iritere.st
·.:\ in -doing· so· to explore further. :. although still .only asf~r as ·the .·
·: · present'
Writer. ca'n take
them!
''
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_ _. _.Afthoug~ _basically the 'same ground is 9qvered-in,tl}e talk and,,·
·fhe-_ Appendix,J ~o riot _thjnk there is an undesirable degree-of ·
,re~tidoh. 'My reasqn is my fond belief that I h~ve 'foood ~ltemative r ..
. and' rliore illu~inating formulation wherever materl~l 1 is reeapitU-.-. .
l<~ted (e.g. ' in the presentation .of the, njne l~els. ~f 'the"seale of
v-dlues). The _.advantage .of _multiple formulation . for .. what 'is-an
unfamiliar and cornple~ explanatory model i's evtdent.
. '. ··finally' wryile4t ~oµld be theo,rettcally possible to _have both ~e
taik and background paper fu5ed into one harmonious single book, ,,
an atte~pt,at such fu§iqn would call for: time bey()nd that available
to the pr~senlwriter. That~ the worlci:t>e spared such an attempt on ·,·
.
my part may yer~1weII· be evidence of benign ~i:oVidence. :
·
j
. . I a_n;i deeply indebted to 'Perlc;i Yap and Bred.a ._ Noonan who
. ~ffected,. respectively, th~- tape·transcnp~ and the i~itiaf editing_of,
the. present•l;>ook.
'·
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· Over the last twelye years, enormous vitality and creati~fy 'fere _
manifested by Church-related. groups 1p the' struggte· for. zi, jt;ist .
. . society in the Philippines. Und~r the opt>r'?SSive pr¢s~ure 0f !T!artial ...
. @W.,; a significant miri~rity. in.the Philippine hierarchy (moving from
. ·one fifth fo one third of the Catholjc BisBops~ Corrfererice over th~ ,
. _;. decade) and everl more signifi,cant mi~Ority of religious accepted · ·
the-chaflenge of becoming :a prophetic Church-in the face ·o~ the··
." .gro~ng oppression. Various' task·forces.were deated 'to' counte.r
,; the injustices hei~gperpetrated'. · fCcleslal stiUctUres wete creat~vely ·
. r;nodified to rrtake of tbe Church ·a·spa,c~for authenti~ partidpatiori qnd . ~ · sacrament. of · community ~p,ower: '· ·Such initi~tives were·
instrumental in .creating: a clim,ate .lJ;l ~hich . seculc(r movements
. !=entered·on.human rights l1ad be~ome quite vigorous by .th~ time
' of the overtfir9w. of .~e. Marco$ regi1J1e ·in 1986. 1. The.re ,~re
- . indications of a·dyir:i~~ff ·of such ~reativity. Jt1is ~:reasonable ·
, ptesumptioi1 that what sustained such groups tvas what was seen .
. \
. as fl d~ar ide~t~-fieatlon betw~~nthe d~~an,ds ~f ~eir' fai:!h.an_d ~-ai -. ·;
con.crete · path· of witness· to 9e .· followed · out ·If this was the .
Inspirational for~e behind such e.ffort, nothi,ng short.of the weaken- .
·irig -of the iden.tification ·eould have ~ndertnined ,'sttch .groups·.
''~onfusion,qm ~ttacht9.either ~e de~andsoffafth or_!he'concrete
path of witness. Whatever the source; such confusion m~~es radical
' ·· Witne?s.~ impo~i~ility. ·.
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\INTRQDU~TION

. · Thls-bo~k ~11 attempt .to disp~i' such cs}nfusion by promoting
' . a better undetstandin~ of the dynamics of the ,int~g~l human good..
.. .The oook \falls' into two main ·sectibns _in keepihg .With the two
. ;__ possible"sourc;:es of ·confusion mentioned .abqve:· Chapter One is .
· :, devoted_to · illummating "the· Llw of the· Cros5 und¢r . whicl1 tQe ·
-~ Churdi'should operate .. Chapter Two .fo~lows .on.the r~lization that .
· ··li0hg fri accord Witn ¢isl.aw d~mands insigh.t into the dynamics of
. the.integral human .good and is devot~d to d~rifying 'these d:Yn~-- .
ics ..Lifrf under the-- Law of the Cross ·is.actualized in the concrete "

..

.

I

)

. . mission 'o1 esta~lishing ilie in.tegra1 scale.of va1u~ m:huma~;.earth; ·
· an_ci i~ter·:tiuman relatiorJ.'s', ~stabHshing the appropri~te telati_on ..
. , between the social: infrastructl)re and ·the_'cultural stiper$uucture of
society.This will ~rve·to clarify,-the dyt)atnics of historical salvation : ·
. and th~ concrete(paths to be fOlloweqiin participc\ting.llisuch salVific \ ~..
. . . .\ ., pr_pcess:Chapter Tl)ree elaborates on'the'implications of all.this for .
oeing .: Chu,~c~.· It_may h~lp .if Ur_tqiCG\te··briefly the natµ\e of.the
,
·~dvance:-which I arn attemp~rtgto articulate hthis ~o0k by r~la~g · ...
it to present .conte..xtS.
·
'
- ,.. ,.
\

: ".. ..

·

;Relation t~ G~obal Context '·. --:
. . .
.
....
.
. .... . \ . ..
.
.
.. :. . The situation to.be addressed is;global and this must provide·· .
-. prlmar;y context: almo~t every ' regional ~ultur~r rhamX;'tOday i$
p~ricipallyd,efirmd by global economic structµral condit!~ns~ Within .
this context, the . Philippine~- is to be' Understood a~ being qn the'
periphery i~ relati9n to the dominari~ wo\id system. 2 Nothin·g·new ·,
. in that. But what is new is recognition·of.the n~ed to mediate, in very
much mor~ ·exact fashion th~ has been done: the deqiari,ds of. faith --,in relation th.is conte~t: This c~uld nev.~r be done long as ~e
lacked the no.~ative fourid~tlon for a cri~ique of:con~emp0rary _
, culture. Without at1 e~lyative ·cultural herrrie1:1~utics _we ~o~Id. qot,
. have a theology of cillture which could be understood as the ,
founqation of public policy. Developing just'sµch nohnative foun-,1
.,
datlons·h~s been the contribution, of Robert Doran who" has fur- .
thered the life-Work of the late Be~ard L~herigan~ ~-We did n~t have
. the critical foundations we.needed to spell out the demands of faith·
. _; · ~~n . thes~ialorder. Now~~do~ Hereares01)1efurther~onnecti~ns . .
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. Relation,. to t;a.rlier Syntheses . · ...
.

i
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. '~ .. ·: Looklrig back;t919,76 -and "tl)e· fERE~f Seminardn B'aguio,~ it .· ...
·• is prot?~bly not.too inaccurate to'.5ee.m t.hatan irriportanlc6n~rlb- ·· _. -.
·uting:~?inent to tl:u{creativJtYoJ}h~ ~ast ~ecade. Itpro~decl fnarty .....

.peoplewifu t,oois·of.;social an~lysis which,whenqpplied, clarified .·
:, -for .ther;n ·the stnibture5 of.the world to which .they :felt themselv~s '
being ~1ledJn !esponsibil!ty. Now, ·in the cont~xt of.the confµsi6n .,': .
. named.in the opening"page of this .intr9duc~tion, a more rnuariced .
.and cbnstiuctive tool .seems to he ·caned·for.·This tool wotild not · '"
1

·.· .tomp~tewith the e~rlier on~Jnthose ar.~s wh~~e th~ e~rli~r,ex~e~s, "
. viz.·ec()nomiG

a~d

I~

politieat aJ?alysis·of the system as.operative:

r~ther ·c0mplerrient earlie~ analysis by fhe .explicita~i0n ·of
whafcohstiJutes ,a'. ti~lthy ~iet:y, ·· thjs ag~~ .being 'the. service ..

' ' . would
. ' .· .

- ·prgyid~qJ>y the model o~the i~tegral human 9.09cL .

. · ,, ·
·• · . The need f()r such'; explic~t~tiori ·ii'oft~n overlooked.~ But Jhe -:
presumption .th9t everyone knows th¢'shape of the ,gooq tha~ we .
"ar¢.struggling for, l:las led. in the .past and leads now to the stnictu~~
· ·of the \~ery-evil ag-~inst whicl1,we are Jlgpttng·;dictatin·g the sha~
.. / oi qur ()wn r~poh~·. Id;ei1ttf~cation 'of¢Vil c~phqt ofitse~fshow_the_· .
. ·. appropriate. cr~tM.? r¢sponse ..As' tended to·happen '.With'Marx,
-,, working-With di5eased social entities.encourages us to promote.the
... ..factS of the sick situation to fhe status of laws. We tl1en find ourselves .
··-:":tied into" struggling agqin~t evil ~ri tbe level dictated!,bY the·evil. .and -.
. such reductionist;:Strajegies .o'f c9mt>attir\g' evil ' ate.·self:-qefe<;tting'. ' .
The key strategy 'iri the present work i5.'oqtlining' the.levefs and_ complex intetactions of :fhe i~·itegral huma~ good; the eXfe~t that ·
ids succe5sful~ .two thJz:igs h~ppel!·=' -,,. _~ · -, . · . · > · . · ) .~
- ':- !._ .. a niore accu~ate , ide~tification of 'the, dimensions of the".
< socialevil tobe overcome: ,-,,,, ' .. ' . .
'
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. . ,-. ·•._ Ceritral toJhis mod~l ls a te~approptiatlbrii
true dyn~mics·_ ." .
· ~ndce11trali1:i; of pun}an. :.cultiir~. -Tl1e triVialii.ati6n.of thi$ category,,
" ..• Of' altemq,tivety the eonfusiot,l, surrounding it even by thinkerswfio . •
' atteinpf~fo take: it ~riously~ in 'r<.wolutionary.' c.ontexts, must be.' ' f ,
'
.. , overcome. Th~.' reGert(comments of}\riefD~ifm~~,:. Argentirie~ , .· ,· :, · ,
_.-·, born.· novelist and
p0litlcal
columnist extraordina!'Y,
in
relatiori'to
· - ,; - :
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. ·'; INTRODUCTION
I

the everits in-Chile ·in 1973 are re\Tealing: "If there was adefeat in 1
. Chile,lt was our~iJOlitical and ct;tltural defeat ih'the sense th~t we ·
Wef<f, unable fo .create a. language qf dialogue,,01:iewhich.reflected· .
what our·-country,' really was. I'm not_ against throwing·, bric;ks at
·Pinochet, but .let's ·not 9elude .ourselves into. thinking .that will
correct fu¢· prbfound CaU~S of the crlsis, such.as machiSri?O for ·•
ex~mpl~. Ilike to ·see things in theif ev~rYday reality·,.d,i5cover those .
fi?.yths,thal hinder us.; and .those .that.we .must create in ·.order to
purge: o~~selves; ' cmd,clean~ ourselves,)' 5 . :
i .·
.
. The Church·in ·its.social .teaching has:been trying over more .·
. ' : <than two decades 'to..find appropriate categ6ries'to' insist on ·the .
cei;ltrality bf 'this factor in:the pursuit of a jt,lst s6ciety~ 6 Pope John .
. Paul analyzes. culfur~ from its'location in the deepe5t' leveL of the..
pei:son to_its national arid global dimensions.All cultural ·adYa.nce is .
seen fo 'be r~ted in .thinking and lovirtg; 'It springs from freedom. .
) and .n~eds a system; free ·of coerCion ·in which to develop.· By .:. .
\. contrast, advanc~d industrial culture is thoroughly ideological. I~ has ·: ·
evolVed meth<x.fs of eon~olling, bewitching_and;fnan~pulating the
masses either for tfie economic' reason ot'profit-maximizatibn or for
' purposes-of i:>'oiitieal col)trol. Pers6ns are thereby.mad~int~ non-.· . ·
persons and fidelity to Christ ·demanas that .the Church wor~· tb
.' a'wake_~ them to their plight and that 9f the~r societies, national
· and'. globaL - ·~ ,. ·. : , .· . ' · · " " . · . - , ·~ ' , · ·. . .. · . ~. · .· ~: ·
. · ~·What has blocked the~eteption of all s~ch 'efforts by the Po{Je's ·
audiences7 is the lack.of.an -integrated model. · · ' ·- ·
.. . \vh~1t'. hapf!)ens is.that despite ~l~ar. ~ondrm9atib~ ~t. opprn~- , ,
s.ive political/economic sttuctu.res in all such ·papal or episcopal
- . speeches: or documents, .the qew stress on 'c;ulture ·is 5een
\ ' . ·~' ''
distracting . frorri. cbncem :with suc;h. structures-. and~ th~ creative
insighti~ rejected o~t c/hpr~d. . . I'. .
'
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Relatiti~ , t~- De.v~lop,i~g 'Liber(ltion ~h~~logy .
.The stkdi on-going work in liberation -th~qlogy· is a rriatter ~f.
,

I

.

.

,

'.: cntieally grounding its original insights of faith-and making sure that
~ . rio charge of extrin~icisin (i.e.: e~ploymen~ of categorie's,umel?ied / .
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INTRODlJCTION

:_, t~' h~man historical experi~nc~)..can--b~ ._ validly r~ised against it.
_Despite rhetoricql'fJo~ri$hes to_the·contra_ry by ~me proponents8 .
"' . ttie precious achieyem~nt of Uberation-theology.is in elaboratirig the · ··.
' possibility of a dtaleeti_cal rel~tlorishb
b~tW.
eeh' reason
and-faith
/
I .
,, .
\ .
. .'. . . . . ·.
.
' ''
- . ·· · ' The methodiGal
theology
employed
·irf1
this
paper
helps
to.
,
·.
[
. · ·v _:
.·
. ,
"
.· .
ground the ~ positive prescrlptions,for C~ristian praxis offered by ·
liberation. t~e6Io$Y,. in the self-appropriation of~~ sLlqjed of suGh ;
·. prruds'. Suchcritical grounding Will overconfa.any attackon)ibera:. tiqn ·t~eology- on grounds arbifrarin~~.9 Without · such crititpl ,,
grounding, lt is'impo~ible.to grasp w~y God s.hou~dpt~f~t'. t:Q~ poor,'
' ·e k ·. because: we: Will · not :see 'the correlation between "biblical
·. categories·, e~g:, the kingdo~ of God, a~q, ilie. built-in rn)rajative,--_<.. . . ,,
. dynamics of our' bwn search .for tnith and me.aning in life.
,
\ 'In, the.recer:it thi~d volume o( his 'pr9jected five-yol~me _chrls. : tol0giC,ql · ~tudy, · Jµ(;ln)Luis $egundo ·argues strongly that the·exclu. _sive use aPolitical key irl 6hrist9logy-by liberation theologians has
' .. led tb ih_~dequ~t~understanqing 1(;>t the dynamic~of salvation in .
· Nstory: This. in tum has le~ to ·~i:i. il:1adequate,praxig and consequenf .· · _) ~, · :.
di5couragement. io Th¢.· rriodel wtlich ·ls being developed in tb.is . .:· _-. , -·
': pape~ snouid m~ke dear' boµi the necessity ah9'the inadeq~acy
, ,a _poHticai ~ey/to cnristology a$ !-He core of oµr faith: :uit sµcte~qs 1
f,
. it should help t()' refease jn peppl'e' resources of faith for a ~trUggle ,' . .
' ' whicbiscomplexandhisforicallywithout~nd. Thisis~afterall, what ; ·
· iS- ne~de<;L · ·
'
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Relatiop ·to Appropri~te E~angelization . -:~:-,J

,_. .. T~1s last poi~( ~ef~rs to''a recent suggestion_py:FrahcoisHo~·tart
Jo tfi~" effed that .what-is crudally i1e?d¢d in Qle Philippines 'at the
present uke is -appropriate. ?vangeliz.ation.· The rather1.obvioµs _
point here 'is that the Gospel has to·bet.preached in relation to -the ·
. ' ¢6ncr?te historieal e~Perience of .unfr~eck?~/sin. - Any ~n~lysis of · ..
'' ourcontemporacy sifu~tion which falls short of adeqµacy mus~ le<jld ..
in tum to aliefiating evarigelization·,:.a misplacing of the grouhd of : .
~ hope· , ~and the fesultant disill~sion pfpeopJe in the l?ng'terrl): rvtY \ •
. pdi'ntis that ;only ·iDtegraI evangeli?atioii re?ches this, -level o.fl
' adequ~cy:.'- --\.:·'
. - ! ' . . ·. . .
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·P~oximate .Co~text of th~ talk·. · , ;:,
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toe dioceses of Dipolag, Qzamis, P,agadian·,·Iligan and Marawi

'(D.O.P.l.M.) have worked togethe~ ovkr tl)e Y~rs to ~efine their
pastoral Vision and their; thrust. ljle' focus .on which they have .
agreeq if} · recent .years ~has been building bas!c ecdesial'commµni~
·. ties;~~'the . primary m,ean~ of livin~ out their preferenti?J Option for "
·the poor.- The-present '-book is dedicated t0' exploring .both the '
: theology a~d spint~ality of such a' focus. . . .
, . . .
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·Preparatory Ao . the . 1987 · annual meeting· in "Iligan," a
D.O:PJ.M.'-wid,e sut'Vey was ·undertaken and the r~sults .of.:this ·
' : survey~--in its·initial ph~se,, were a~ilabfe ~o- the assernbled ~group . . \
Thei'salient, parts of the .survey ·w~re those 'which touched on
. people~~ attitUdes'· to t~e ·basic·ecd~sial communities. The survey :
: results-indicatetI that; som~· 12.5% of -f~sp0ridents- find thei~ self;. uride~standing; ·as-· Christians.-in belo~ging to ·aqd participating, in·'·..~uch communities. Many of th~,yo~rig~r):>rie5t~· I?tesent ~pre5seq .
dismay at how:few people stipported or identified.themselves with
·' sucli communitjes. Theyfelt,tha{so 'mucb time and.effort had been
placed"_in.to promoting the basicco~munities that high~t :figures ' .
..
were tb be.expecte,d:.This feeling ·of dismay inappropnate..
Wh~t is rieeded .here is hist9rieal perspecti~e~- Of cours~~, ther~ : ,.
1
has been_a lot of ,talk iri recent years aboµtJhis new way of being .
Church apd it is.true·tha.t wbat ·oeganas.a p~storal :strat~mfin .the ·
.Latin American Churches has-received .end6rsetnent from the
highest level-~{' church authority. this,has been tr.u~ fo~'ilie r3~st t~n.
years. But o{flcial owning Qf the pteferential option fo~'the p6or a~d -.
· :·of .-the .pastoral understanding of bejng . Churc~ that acco~P;>anies ..
. ·that qption ·still Je~ves ev~rything to be1dope: It i~ : undoubtedly a·
. . miraGle of Bod's grace when the Church can identify 1th~ direction ..
· :in whiChit sholild,go. But it is'a miracle of grace of adiHerent order _
-of magnitUde for the Church to actually implement this option'and ,
pastorally foll~w the direction which ithas identified.:
·
: What As at stake here_is toe ·reversal. of ·i:>astoral praetices .and
assumptions that have the institutional wei~iht 'of cenhlrles.behind .
" them. ,This reversal doeshot happen easily 9r quickiy.Jn,truth, there .
1
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· \ · are ·very fe~J0cal Churches hbur' World Church' that have even
.. rnape a l;>egir:ming on this transformation of .ecclesial reality th~t .i.s
jn\iolved in the ,hnplemenfafion of the pref~rential option for:the ,
, ·~r · furough the· developmeht bf.p~sic··eccfesial 'communities. ··.
· Within this· perspE?ctive,. that the co~un~ties have.· already estab-.' :
. . lish~cfth~_mselves to ~uch significant extent u1 the young dio~~ .
· .· '' of 0:0.P.tM.
is ground
reaLjoy, not fonlistouragement
·._. . ·
'
.
.
."
. '"
\: '·.
· · .· · ,; I attempt to provide further encouragement in the foJloWing
.-theologjcafreflection. If we get God rlght,if ~e come t6 se~.wh~re '.~· ·. · ..
Go9 stands)n tl)is 'world and how G?dis acting in. thls 'world,Jhen .·~ ' '.
welare most of.the.way towards knowing how ·we should respond. ,. "
uwe failto'ident~fy what"GQd is doing it;i.history, then t~o not thir~~ :.' 1 "
·any spirituaiity can work~_· . .· ~·
. / , Our ~lvation 'consists in being·taken up info the dynamics of
.
th~ Mystery operativ~ 'il"l history: It is ·tqrough ·interper&>nal refa- .
-tions that this shared life becofues linked directly with the elements ·
of tl)e humq~ gqod_
. J'h~ lov~ 9t'the Father·is for theSori ris_huma~ '. ,· - ·
ip the..coming 6(J?SUS ..To effectOur Salvatlor( God must heal our . ·~ i' " •
'' lonelin~ss and transform ahd integ~ate tpe hu~ari good b,f order :,' ·,_·
·. .· ihto a finit~ yet supemattiral gooo of Ord~~ So·~hat foliows falls ililtO. ,
·_. two. ma~n parts qut the' ~i~sion ' is 1 n?t to be _str~s~d_.· 11\move from
·. a· biblical reflectiqn ·ori what Ood is ·C:loing iri· history ·to a more ·
'. det4iled
concenfratior:l
on the shape. of;
the in_tegral human
goOd..
.
I
.
. 'I,
.
.
.
that is to'·be ~erved'in response to G<?d' s action in histqry. · i
~·
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/ .: '. 1. .· The de:taHe.d Sto~ of the grad~al ra'dicaliiatlon ~f a signifi- · .
..cant J:>art of tbe. catholic~Church in the Philippines was contained .
. in neces~rily fugitive d~ct.lmentation. Reader~ outsid,e the Philip~
/ \ pilJesmay get ~oine ·sen5e·of the developments through perusing .·
. th~ widely-available series of bulletins.and dossi~rs ernariati~g from ..
Pro Mundl;"Vita in .· B~ssels~. beginning'. with Bulletin .Nd. i30'
/'
..,:'Philipplnes" (1970) and-followiryg-up with Asia-Australia Dossiers ., '.
1
~o ..4"Th~ Philippines:·Fi~~ Yearsof~artial Law't:(1977),p~p: 17 - . ,
' "Church: and State in the ,Philippines" .(1981), No. 21 "People's·
I·
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· Movements"{1982), No. 23 "Autho_ritariani~mand D'evelopmeht" _ '
(198~): No. 3_4 . 'l.ocal · ~hurch ·and Militant Lay PaJiicipati9n~' .
•(1985), .~os. 37/38 ~'People Power and ~ilowatts: th.e l)nfinished" .
\ - . ~evblutiQ~ i in ·the Philippine,s" (198_6) ~ for'a bal~nced overvi$w 9f
.- ,.
. .. ,the relative radicalization of .the Church in the )>hilippines in the ..
perlo,dfrorri 1965 -to the mid-80s §ee.·Parig Digan~ Churches .'in .·: ·
, .· Contesta'ti~n: ·Asian Christian Soc1alI :- Protest (New.York: Orbis
.BookS, , 1984), espedally pp. 106-119. ·Helpful coverage of ..,, Church~State.relations in the first three years ~f martial law iS given
, in ~arcos .and -Martial Law':i·n· the Philippihe~, 1 · ed. I;>aVid A. .-.
1 :
, , Ro,senberg (Ithagi::CorneU University Press, 1989) Appendix 13::
,,
j , tne fr~e chapters of' thi~ volilme p,rov!de excelle_
nt. ba~kgroundto the
, -cl)anging,stand-of the .Churcll. Useflll background is also provided
·> · ·PY .Alfred ·W: ·'McCoy, f'r!ests; on Tnai (RingwOC)d;- Australia:
-.Penguin Books, 1984) arid ·irl·his bril~ian.t :contnbutions to Philip~·
" ' ,- .\ · -· -pine .Social His.tory, ed. McCoy/de Jesus' ,(Manila: ,1\tepeq de·
'/
. Manila University . Press, . i 986). For , analytic .coverage of.: the ·
Chur:ch's participation in the actual'.events of february t986, see'
Arevalo, LamQino, CarroJl et al._.The "Mirade" of th~ Philippine·
Revolution: Interdiscipl~nary Refiections (Manila: l~oybla Hot.is~
.: _. ofStudie$; 1986)~ Rather more.critical evlauation-rnay pe found in .
. the corn.pilation Reli£iion and Society: ~owards a Theology of : .
$truggle,_ed. Battung/Bau~sta" (Manila: ' RQ~; · 1988) pp, 79.. , ·,···
{
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' / ' . 2. 'Ct For,a briet'~umrnary argument,'
LifeBeJoreDeath . .
--. (Que,zqn City, Claretian Public~tion~, ) .9 8.6); chs:_:2 a'r~d 3: Also, ., ·,
· - mostr~ently;Samir Amin;"Democracy:and Nationa1'Strategyin ·
the ,Periphery'! in Third W~rld Quarterly; :oct. 19.87, 'vol. 9,
· ~ 4, pp." :1i29-l156. _Amin argu·es thaUhe ·price to be -paid for,; "
democracy in perlphera\ sta,te$' is the abandonment of the :project,·. ·
·of the 'national b,ourgeoisie' in favor of.a 'pbpular nation~l' proje_ct.
a. -rhe ·main ·wntingsof Doran 'to which refet~nce'\.vill' . be',
·made' below are. Psychic .Conyer:siqn and Theological Fpundations,: Towards a keorie.ntati~.m of.theHuman Scien~es, , (C~ko, ··
· ·. Calif:~ Scholars Press 1981); "~uffeting Servanthoo~ and the Scale )
of Value~'' in Lo_nergari Workshop, Vol. 4~·· 41-67, i 983.; "Educa:-.
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tion for Cosmopolis" in Method: Joumal of L_onergan Studies, Vol.
1, No. 2, pp. 137-157; "From RsychiC Conversion to the Dialectic
of .Community" in Lonerg2m Workshop, \Jlol. 6, pp. 85-106. Cf.
also Darrell J. Fasching·, "Theology and Public Policy: Method in
the Work of Segundo, Ellul and Doran" in Method, Vol. 5, No. 1,
March 1987, 'pp: 41-91.
4. Cf. Francois.Hol:ltarl et al. Religion and Deve/6pment in
Asia: A Sociological Approach with Christiah Reflections,

(Baguio: FERES, 1976).
..
5. . South, Oct. 1987, p. 97. Cp. Richard Falk, "Opening for
Peace and Justice in a World .of Dan get _and Struggle," !FDA
Dossier 62, Dec. 1987, pp. 17-36.
6. Cf. Paul Surlis "The Relation between Social Justice and
Inculturation in t~e Papal Magisteriuni.," ITQ. Vol. 52, No. 4 for a
useful analytic survey of the whole development.
7_. Perhaps with the possible exceptions of the Inuit and Aus-·
tralian Aboriginarpeoples who occasioned the most recent efforts ·
in this direction and who still had sufficient cultural integrity to know
· exactly what he was driving at.
·
·
,
·
8: E.g., Jori Sobrino_
, Christo logy at the Crossroads, (New
York: Orbis Books), pp. ·221-222, 349-350, 370.
· 9. · A. Fierro, The Militant Gospel.
10. TheHumanistChristologyof St. Paul, (New York: Orbis
Books), pp. 145-182.
1
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Chapter 1

The Mystery For Us ·
·· Human Society Under God/The, Failed lsraelite
Project(fhe Servant
In order to gail) insight into God's action in histof'Y, we tum to
the Bible. Everybody is familiar with the trajectory of the biblical
narratives. I suggest that what above all else is needed to uridersta,nd
these .narratives is a sense of the world as_being .governed by
dominative power. Dominative power is the power of empire. It is
the power to push people around, to eliminate your enemies, the
power to assert yourself as great and to be feared. It is central to the
logic of empire and ·the world has been. shaped as far back as
anybody.can remember by this logic . .
Exodus .
The story begins with some victims of the 1J9wer of empire, an
. opp·ressed people in Egypt. God is discovered ·as the One who wills
their liberation. And this God is discovered in the movement out of
. the order of empire. Out to what? That was a problem. What you
·come outto is the desert, of course. In the desert you don't know
'. w~at is going on. In the.desert there are no signposts. There is the
risk of creative choice.-' Directions.must be chosen. This is the risk
- of freedom where the people have ·to take responsibility for an

ti
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I
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alternative shaping of the world. On practically every page of the ·
Book of Exodus you will find documentation of th~ people's.
,monumental reluctance to accept this vocation. It . calls for
, enormous creativity to overcome their internalized bias towards the
oppressive and death-dealing power of empire and the slave
comforts it undoubtedly provided:·this is the t~eme of return to the
flesh-:pots of Egypt.
Th~

Trajectory

Recent scholarship1 tends to see .the period 1250 to 1000
b.c.e. as the period when the people tried most successfully.to
organize their society in an alternative fashion ..But whatever the .
promise of this initial period, it did not last. The shape of the failed
Israelite project was reversal to the power of empire. Instead· of
stmggling to shape a society under the liberating God,_the people
gave in to the temptation to eqiulate the militaristic struduring of
the surrqunding societies. The people of God are su~ely me~nt to
be a powerful people: such is the story which begins ·badly with
David and then gets progressively worse. The nation proceeds to
tie itself into a succession of power alliances with resulting misery ·
for the·populace. Already, under the Davidic monarchy, oppression was institutionalized in the land. By the fime of Solomon,
conditions are evocative of the times in Egypt in terms of-enslavement of the population. But this ·enslavement is now at the service
of the national security and the aggrandizement of the state. ·
The prophets draw attention to the perversion of destiny that
· was involved. 2 But the process was inexorable. Total collapse came
in the sixth century and the people were carried back to unqualified ,
slavery. This time it was to Babylon, not Egypt. Things seem to have co~e full circte.
.
. ,
,But to say that is to neglect the most important aspect of the
story. This aspect is the learning process whereb.y, slowly and pain- ·
fully, the people caine to grasp just what it might mean .to
·correspond to . God in history. · They learned tha.t it ·calls . for
unremitting effort if people are to stay free. In particul~r, -it callsfor
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enormous creativity if the cultural bi<:lS towards the death-dealing
power of empire is to be successfully resisted. An.d this enormous
effort did not seem to be possible. Out of this quandary came, a new
and amazing.understanding of who God is in history.
The Servant
.

.

.

Du~rig

the Exile, an anonymous poet whom we refer to as
Second-Isaiah articulated this new and altogether surprising vision
in a series of poems which collectively are referred to as the the
Songs of the Suffering Servant. They are without parallel in the, .
. literatures of humankind. The Servant is the figure qf those who
correspond to God in history ..As opposed to the dead-end politics . .
of the power of empire, the Servant refuses to meet evil with 'evil.
The Servant does the unthinkable thing.
shows that the way
forward is for the people to take on their own shoulders the burden
of historical .evil and creatively tum it around. The cost of this is
what causes people to tum their heads away fr91n the appearance
of the Servant.
What is at stake here is nothing less than God;s.solutibn to the
mystery of evil. There is a divine solution 'to the mystery of historical
·evll and it is crutially importa~t for the Church to identify with it.
Failure to do so can leave people nourishing their psyches on the ·
destructive omnipotenc~ fantasies of Rambo-style imagery, leading
to nothing. Psychic resources, the images which orientate us to and
in life, shape the limits of .our creativity. To feed ourselves on models
of.destructive vengeance is ~o be forever trapped into the logic of
what.we hate. It is to become what we hate. '
But it clearly is no easy thing to take seriously this central
revelation of who God is for us; this same God who is inviting people
to correspond to the Mystery in history. The shape pf God's
solution is the capacity to absorb evll Without retaliation in kind. This
is the truth of God in histoI"Y. As the deepest truthof the Universe,
·. it is the ortly way forward. Apart from it there can be no hope for
people or for our world. Somebody has to believe in this. The Songs .
of the, Servant suggest that the people called by God should find
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their destiny in this role. The Church only exists in order to embody
this divine solution to historical evil.
Under the logic of empire, the people subscribed to the image
of a God who. would kill all. their enemies. It would be wrong to
underestimate the extent to which people still subscribe to such an
,image of God, explicitly or implicitly. Simply discover whq the
enemies of the people are and kill them: then we can start to build
a good society: Such a stand can receive no support from JudaeoChristianity' s central revelation of what God is trying to do in our ..
world. The Servant (symbolizing the People) has to carry oµt his
ministry within a ·world shaped by th~ warring powers of empire.
That is pretisely what makes his ministry so incredible to us. The
mission of the Servant is not to be lived out in a world where evil
, has been abolished: it is to be lived out in a world of continuing evil.
If the Servant is not prepared to carry out his missi9n under these
circumstances,_there will be no historical salvation. So it is that
the Song says the Servant is subject .to ridicule. The Servant is
looked upon as ridiculous, pathetic, absurd, because, seen in terms
of any category of human.meaningfulness available to our cultures,,
what he is called .to do is ridiculous, involving as it does his own
suffering'and death. The amazing life-giving truth of God is manifest
in the way the poems ·.(songs) came to subvert the culture. People-·
came to recognize_/ in this story of ·representative · suffering .the ·
longed-for dynamics of their. qvm healing. In the living of the
Ser\lant who stands only for life, never death, who does not condemn and :refuses to retaliate with evil to the viciousness of the '
people, they Saw how a space for life could be opened up for everybody, a space for peace. But despite this recogJ1ition of the truth ·
of the songs, they remained songs. There was, ·somehow, a short.age of singers. ·
'

.Jesus
.

.

\

.

.

Recognizing the life-giving truth of God for us in, these songs
and yetnot knowing how to realize this truth,· the people held on·
. to their hard-won insight as a precious part ot' their tradition. It beI
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came part of the Hebrew Bible, the most important part for a few.
The significance of the coming of Jesus is that he gave flesh and
blood shape to the ,~ongs·. The claim above that the high-point·of
the Bible is to be found in Deutero-lsaiah, means that Jesus did not
bnng a new message, he realized the message. He alone could sing
the song and make it cr:edible truth for.us. True faith in the Mystery
in history is shown in the one who alone tan fulfill the task of the
· ·
Servant.
The Church

· In accordance with this Christology, the Church is simply the
· body of people who choose to follow the path of the Servant for the
life of the .world. The Church is the movement within history of ·
those willing to suffer for the sake of life, confronting evil and injustice. ---: the Servant never tum$ his face aside, no matter what the
opposition -- until justice be established on the earth.
In terms of explicit formal teaching, it was not until 1971 that
· the Church_articulated that the stand for justice was a constitutive
dimension of preaching the Gospel. The implications of that
statement are still only being tested out in the wider Church because
. they are quite enormous. There can be no Christianity, no salva:.tion; no true Christian community apart from people struggling
against historical injustice for life. If we can come to believe ~n God
revealed in Jesus as the Mystery struggling to further life despite all
·evil and are pr~pared to stand where God stands in ana for this
world, then the next important issue.will be the determination of just
where and how life is being threatene9 in.our world.
·
. Effica~ in God·' s World

To struggle for life in a.sinful wortd involves a revolution in our
customary sense ,of what is efficacious. To live from faith in the .God
of life is to do the right thing, regar~ess of historical consequences.
To live from faith in some other god is to do the right thing if it looks
. , like it is going to work out. The efficadousn~ss of God's ,action in
history as reflected in the life of Jesus is hardly to be measured by
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our everyday sense of what efficaciousness means. This received
moying illustration in Roland Joffe~ s recent movie, The Mission.
The dramatic tension in the movie turns on the response to be given
to ·an 'historical dilemma. The Jesuits responsible for the Para..,
guayan Reductions a~e warned that persistence in their p0licy of .
protecting the Guarani people from slavery may well lead to the
.suppression of their Order back .in Europe. Suppression would,·
mean an inabi.lity to help anybody in the future, it would mean bei_ng
incapable of being, efficacious for any people in the future. The
Portuguese and the Spaniards a~e in full agreement in their desire
to enslave the GuaranL In order that the Jesuit Order may survive,
the people whom the Jesuits were striving to seiv~ must be
sacrificed.
The historical irony is that, in sacnficing the poor, the very
··. thing the Jesuits were trying to avoid happened anyvVay. Following .
the logic of expediency did .not save them: the Order was suppressed. Their action made no difference to their own fate: it made
.an enormous difference to the fate of the Guarani who were slaughtered and enslaved: ·
So the issue is to be able to determine what is really efficaGious .
in God's worJd. Attention to the action of Jesus, the Servant of the
Mystery, indicates that what is .efficatious is the promotion of life
~ven in the face of dea~h. ·To arriv:e at this point fa very impo_rtant
but it is still not the end of the search. What still .needs to be unpacked is what is contained in the phrase 'promotion of life'. It may
seem both easy and obvious to determine how life is to be promoted
and sometimes it is: ·in the presence, for example, of individual
cases of human hurt and need. But the destructiqn of life on a tmly ·
vast scale is due to stmcttiral dete1minants and knowing how to
c,ovnter.those neither easy nor obvious. Itca!ls for an ,expfanatory
· model of the human good which will enable us to orientate ourselves
to the promotion of life under all historical circumstances. 3 ·
.
.Let
summarize the argument so faL We have come to see
that to follow the path of the Servant, to partiCipate 'in .God's
redemptive action for the healing 0f the world, is to. learn to .
overcome evil with good. Loving our enemies is undoubtedly
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central to the Gospel message. It is what gives identity to the
movement called Church. But the only thing that can enable people ·
not tO return evil for evil is to.be sustained by a focus which is other
than th(! evil s'uffered. If our focus is historical evil, we will invariably be corrupted by that which we are opposing; we will become\
what we_hate. There is only oneway to avoid this: our focus in the
struggle must be not the enemy to be overcome, no~ the evil to be
fought,· but the good to be furthered.
·
Only people whose.psychic energy is nourish~d by a vision of
what life was meant to be and who are So in love with that yision
· that they can sustain literally anything in struggling for life, only such _
people can walk the path of the Servant.
1

Footnotes
1. Cf. N. Gottwald, THETRIBESOFYAHWEH, (NewYqrk:
. Orbis Books, 1979).
·
2. Note that the prophets in one important respect belong to
what we would call the old model of being Church. They talk to the
kings: they do not primarily talk to the people, urging them to take
their destiny into their own hands. The prophet is himself culturally
so much a·part of the power culture that, even when cnticizing the
system, he mirrors it back to itself. We priests tend to resemble the
prophets: our mode of intervention contradicts the desired goal of
liberation.
,
3. ·Incidentally, ari explanatory model of the human good
not a matter of having answers. It is characteristic of ideologies to
claim to know the answer. The Church has not got any answers
. which the people themselves have not got. What the Church exists
to promote.is the dynamjcs that enable people to create the right
answers.
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Chapter 2

· Corresponding to ,God

FurtJtering the Integral Human Good
The desire to correspond to .a God who overcomes ~vii in
history by furthering life forces us to invest~gate just what it is that
- -furthers life. The answer is by no means obviousand that is why I
ended the last section -by raising the issue of efficaciousness. Eve,r ··
since Machiavelli, 1 political thought and practice in the Western
world has been governed by expediency. The calculations of expe,..
diency signal despair in regard to the efficaciousness of doing what
is morally right. Centuries of such practical despair bequeath a
. legacy that is difficult to discard. The idea that evil is to be overcome
by .furthering the good is an almost incomprehensible idea .in a
world long dedicated to responding to evil on terms dictated by the
evil.
But e~en when the Gospel injunction is accepted, we are still
faced with the challenge of discerning just what it is that furthers life.
· The human good is made up of many levels of value. Any one level,
or even an levels, may be handled descriptively without providing
an answer to our search. What is needed is an explanatory matriX
·of the human good; that is, understanding the complexity of the
human good as a structure implicitly defined by internal refa.tions .
. Only this move from desc1iption to -explanation ~nable.s us to see
· how levels of value relate to ea:ch other within the integral human
good.
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The Scale of Values
The complexity of the human good involves nine irreducible
levels of vaiue. This sounds rather a lot and it may help to give a
simple di51gram and name the levels.
NINE LEVEL
STRUCTURE OF THE HUMAN GOOD .

Religious

from above
Conditioning
and Enablement

----------- political

Social

.·

. \

,

~economic

~technological
.

.

.

.Vital
Zoologicai
Botanical ·
from below
Differentiation and
Creativity

Cr~mical

Physical
Genuine movement
between levels
occurs only through ,
personal relations

Authenticity on one
level requires
authenticity of the
next higher'. level.
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Physical Value
I have slipped ~ore data into my diagram than is justifi~d at tliis
point but it has the advantage of preparing peopl~ for the startingpoint. If it iS true that "differentiation and creativity flow from below
upwards,''. then the 'bottom' level of value iS the appropriate place
to begin. And appropriation of this first level is crucial ~ Human
beings are the point where the emergent process of the universe
comes to consciousne.ss. This means that who we ·are is the
consciousness of the universe. To fail to 'iden.tify ourselves ~th the
twenty billion year old story of our emergent universe is to remain
incapable of ever approximating to-the human good~ The very first
step in moving towards the integral human good is being reconciled
to and glorying ~n the story of the.universe as OU! foundational truth. ·
Nor is this step to be taken for granted: for quite some time now
many of us have been living out cons.umerist productive values
which are simply not sustainable on our Earth. Our self-understanding has been at the e~pense of the Universe! It is no wonder that
.we find ourselves in trouble. Objectively, our rnode of life is a denial
of belonging to the earth, a refusal to accept the human condition
as limited. This Vitiates any alleged spirituality we may lay claim tO.

Chemical Value
When a star goes st.ipemova, all the non humari-made e.1ements of the periodic table ar~ created. To reflect on ourselves at
his level of value is to be challenged again to accept the truth of the
emergent universe as our own truth. The agreed age of our Earth ·
is s0me four billion years. The life-forms which emerged-are to be
understood at one level as the achievement of exquisite b~lances of
chemical processes. Central to the emerging life processes was the
determination of mediated combinations.of chemical el~ents. Iri
these mediated combinations; most elements caine to enter into the
'life process. What we call poison are combinations - or straight
elements - which fall outside .these time-tested compatibilities.
Failure to respect .the delicacy of this balance is failure to r~alizethat
only o_rganically mediated elemental compounds can qualify as true

.~
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food for human beings.·Nature does not feed people monosodium
glutamate!. If people feed it to th~mselves, they should not be .
surprised to end up in depression. What we·eat- even whether we
exercise~ d~termines our erno.tional life~ Even more basically,
every living thing depends on air and water and sunlight. If these are
poisoned, then all life becomes poisoned.

Botanital Value

1

· In the emerging story of our planet, each breakthrough lays the ·
foundation for the subsequent.level ofHfe. Life's greatest laboratory
is surely the tropical rain-forest and very few researchers doubt that
most of the data which we need in order to pre5eive and ·enhance ·
· life on our Earth is contained in these forests; Yet at the pre5ent time
.such forests are being irreparably destroyed at the setVice of unbelieveably obtuse short-term commercial values blind to the true
riches to be had by pre.setVing these forests. The issue of survival
in bur time is increasingly coming to be recognized as thatofpreservation of the forest, not nuclear wipe-·out. Continued,destruction
,ef th~ forest at presennates will bring an end to all life long before
we get to press the nuclear: button. Bufpeople in the United States
will have·to change their addiction to hambu.rgers if the devastation· .
of the rain:-forests of Central America and the Amazon is to stop.
Just as people inJapan and.Europe will have to place their aesthetic
· delight .in hardwood veneers in subordination to much more
fundamental life values. Even down to twentY years ago, some subsistence-economy tribal people in Mindanao had more than 42 different types of domesticated food in thJ,ir diet, all grown in their
swidden or garden ..Through hunting and gathering in the forest,
. they explqited a further 62 kinds of wild food. 2 Market pressure
wo~ld-wide is ensuring that the i:naivellous variety of foods that
agricultural genius has developed is being wiped out in our generation. Only the varieties that meet market specifications ofappearance and shelf-life can be sold. But good fresh food is doomed under
,this criterion of long sh.elf-life. So it is that people are being.encour- ·
aged to purchase food treated with preser\!atives. The latter are
chemical additives which have no place in the billion-year e~peri- .
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ment of emerging plant life. There is reason for grave concern at
'the effect on 'the chemical ·constitution of hum~ beings of such
chemically processed "goods".
'
Already, in parts of Mindanao, people have seen the effects of '
deforestation and are taking a stand in defense of their forests. Th~y .
have experienced severe flooding and traced the problem to the loss ·
of the forest cover. The upland forest can absorb torrential rain and
release it gradually to the _lowland in a sort of ''sponge'-effect. De- .·
struction of the .forest has catastrophic effect on · the precious
topsoil. The lush fertility of a ,tropical ecology can be deceptive. In
such an ecology, within forty-eight hours of planting a seed, some
signs of life already make their appearance. By contrast, in temper- .
ate zones, people have to wait many weeks for any sign of life. This
striking phenomenon ean cause people to imagine that the fertil:ity of th~ tropics is Inexhaustible.·This is a d~gerous illusion. As
- McDonagh stres5es, 3 in geol0gical terms, the Philippines is a new .
country and its ecology is fragile by comparison with lands of older
geological° formations~ Prior to the depredations of the Europeans,
the Central Plains of North America ·were, in soil terms, the rich. est place on Earth with a topsoil depth of some 16 feet. In the
Philippines,' we .can rarely speak in terms of a topsoil depth of 16
inches. Due to the farming methods used in North America over the .
last century, ·one half of this richness of soil has been lost and
emergency steps are_only now being taken to save the rest. Clearly,
the introduction of agribusiness-style productioi:i would spell the
death of the Philippines and its people. Apart from erosion, the soil
can lose its fertility through inorganic.chemical fertilizers, through
being poisoned . by rneans of chemical pesticides, and through
salinization brought about through excessive irrigation.
. . Ftirther important insight into the human good to be gained at
this level of value relates'to the diversity of plant species. The minor
· issue here is the . ~estruction/loss of local varieties of seed in favor .
of commercially desirable high-yield hybrid varieties. The latter are
· notoriously vulnerable and do not breed true. The major issue is the
·wipe-out of millions of years of nature's crucial survival experiments
under most demanding climatic conditions that is involved in the an'

'
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nihilation of the tropical rain-forests. We are destroying the .gene
pool of successful wild varieties of plants at exactly the same time .
, as we are placing the world at risk, foodwise, through reliance on
climatically highly vulnerable hybrid varieties.
Zoological Valpe .

· Most people are in touch with the fact that the beauty of life
com~s from the variety of life-forms. The beauty of life and the truth
of · life. coincide. Life comes to be only as a web of life, as
interconnected life forms which cari only survive through symhio-.
sis. We simply do not kDow just how many species ther~ are exactly.
But we do know that there are no sup~rfluous species. Anq we do
know that specieS emerge only once. If a species becomes extinct;
it is gone forever. The process of emerging life· is irreversible .
.
'
Beauty.lies in the balance between spedes. Any species multiplied tq excess becomes a horror. Science-fidion movies are full of
this kind of stuff, indicating that deep in our sub-conscious the ·
awareness·is there. It is only through the chec~s and balan~es governing emergent life that life remains beautiful. Take away all s~ch
checks and .a single . viruswould multiply all the way to the moon in
. 24 hours! Through the destruction of habitat, we have been elimi. nating species at an ever-increasing rate with each decade of this
century. Nobody knows what this may mean for the continuation ·.
of human life. Everybody knows that sooner or later destruction of
the web of life must mean the end of human Hfe. Reverence for life
in all its manifestations - all being interconnected - is·a condition
of .our survival. We can only hope to relate in .a truly human way
towards each other if we have a respect for life which goes beyond
the human to embrace all the creatures that together constitute the
possibility of our emergence into life and the sustaining gro~nd of
our continued existence-on this planet.
We a_re so anxious to-stress our difference and superiority to the
animals. Of course, there is a difference. The Book of Genesis says
that we are the animal who names all the .other animals. But this
needs to be unpacked. ·Precisely in what does human vocation and
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dignity lie? Whatdo people add tothe universe? Just this: that ri6w
it can reflect on itself. We exist 'to enjoy and appreciate the wonder
of the whole process, the unconscious grace of things. Unfortunately; although we are the universe cometo consciousness, we
. seem.to have,becomeconsciousness against the universe. In~tead
of nurture, we have opted for rape.

Vitai Value

1 •

'

'
'

\
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. Since vital values are those of h~lth and strength, grace and .
vigour, they are furthered by.good food,_shelter, and adequate nurturing. But what .constitutes good ·food can only be understood
through the levels ecological value afready considered. Although
human beings come directly into focus only at this level of value~ it
should be clear by now that they have been indfrectly in focus in all
that·preGeded and that it is truly levels of the integral human good
that we hav~ been reflecting on up to this point
,
· No great insight is needed in order to grasp that meeting vital
values is foundational to all further levels of valu~ of the human .
good: If people do not get fed, they die. But e~ormous numbers of .
people in ourw6r!d do not get fed~ Or they get inadequate nutrition.
The reason for this is not to be understood at the levei of vital value ..
It has to do with the project of the rulers of o~ir world being a project
.of death. We have paid some attention to the pre-human dimensions of this evil _in reflecting oh earlier levels of the scale.of values.
At the human level, this e\~l man,ifests itself in the creation of the
poor, _the wretched of the earth (Fanon).
Short of dying, inadequate food supply leads to human emergence with:diminished f~culties. The future _of ~e human family is . ·
being programmed today throughout-our world by the undemouris~ment of hundreds of_millions of children ..The significance for the
future is horrif~c. The humanity of ~he future will not be able to call
on the creativity it needs because humari resources will have been ·
irrep~rably impaired in childho6d. Everybody will pay the cost of
present failure to feed the children of the vrorld adequately. Adults
can sustain something close to starvation levels for quite some time
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and still make come-back. Deprived of needed food for even 48
hours at early .stages of their development, children will ~lre,ady
begin to undergo a process of lasting damage. The effects of consistent malnutrition cannot be remedied at a later stage of life. T~ere
are many forms that death takes and some are slow. Since the food
is available, we can only look to a human project of death to understand our situation.
Every level of value in the scale is dependent on a4thenticity at
.the next higher level for its realization. There is mutual conditioning up and down the scale. So this brings us to social value.
Social Value
Social value is the value of systemic order. People are social
beings and th'eir recurrent needs can only be met through human
promotion of the good 9f order. But promoting the good of order
involves multiple inter-:-related systems. Social value subdivides into
. the values of technological system, economic system, arid political/
legal system. The important point to bear in mind is that the good ·
· of order is defined through refer~nce to the.recurrent human vital
needs that are to be met.
a. Technological Value: We need.tools and so technology
is a permanent human necessity. At first blush, the issue of technol.:.
ogy might seem to merit little reflection--:- it is only a matter of tools. .
The oversight here.is in regard ~o the structuring effect of a given
technology on our world and on . our minds. Technology now
environs our humanity and reverberates within it. It is accurate to
. say that we live in a technological age: "worship of the machine"
names the priority given to "technological fixes" as response to all
the crises of our times. 4 There has .been an enormous enhancement ·
· of power thr~ugh the development of modem technologies, but it
is . power that is necessarily concentrated in the hands of the
powerful, the organizers of the process. It has the inevitable shape
of power against the -people. Any ·technol~y which operates
outside of local people's control undermines their creative capacities: they serve it instead of it serving them. In reflecting like this,

, ,:
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we are looking' at technological value as foundational to higher
levels of value. But we must also look to the first four levels of the
scale of values in order to.be able t~ judge what is intelligent technology and what is not. The speed of ecological destruction in our
times is directly related to the decay that sets in with mechanical
repetition, our much~prlzed capacity to do over and over again the
very things that are proving most destructive to the well-being of the
planet and its1peoples. Realizing appropriate technological value is
an outstanding task in our times. ,
b.· Economic Value: The systemic value in focus here is that ·
of an'order of prqduction and distr!bution which can ensure that the
vital needs of,a total population will be met in a sustained and
recurrent fashion. An economic system which only meets the needs ,
·of some o( the populat~on fails to realize economic vaiue·and is to
be judged a failure. Economic value is defined in relation to' vital
value. It is not defined in terms of profit, or prices, or market forces.
Clearly, we are involved here iri normative definitions.
are
not describing what is actually operative in our world: But it is only
this insight into integral human good - how levels truly interrelate
·_ that enables t)S to creatively critique and understand what is
· wr~ng i~ our world.' Profit ·maximization as an ll!1qualified goal will
im~vitably lead ·to technological choices in production which .are·
inimical to the human good. Agribusiness, which is ~isplacing small
farmers all over the globe, is not agri-culture: it is agri-destmction.
Industrialization as hitherto p~cticed i~ not a sustainable option on.
this planet. A break with the dominant world-system is a priority for
all countries on the periphery. To continue to play according to the
· rules of .the dominant system means death to the majority _in such
.countries. Bioregionalism, the concentration on building biologically self-sufficient and sustainable areas that can feed their own. ·
populations, is the only viable strategy for the future.
c. Politica'i Value: In the last few sentences of the preceding
. section, the value of political system is already hinted at. Economic
systems of production and distribution are mindless. All kinds of
factors ~an drastically affect the workings of an economic systerp, ,
even imponderables like_weather. political Value is the value of a sys- f
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tern which ensures that, in fluciuating circumstances, the economic
system will continue to meet the vital needs of a total population in
sustained and recurrent fashion. Just as the meaning of economic
value is riot to be found within economics,.so the value of political
system is to be defined through 'relation to the other levels of value.
As with economic value, the gap here betweeo our normative
def!nitioh and what really transpires in_our world is all too obvious.
Instead of the political order controlling the economic order in the
interest of meeting the vital values of ·the whole population, economic ·interests use politics to further their.interests. I leave comment on the nature of this gap until the development of the next
higher level of value, the cultural.
Cultural Value

By t11is stage in my presentation, the reader will be well accustomed to-the difference between the expianatory definitions we are
developing in the attempt to clarify the integral human good and the
connotation the same terms carry in everyday discourse. Everyday
meanings of words reveal the meanings that are actually lived out .
in a society. In everyday usage, what is referred to as "cultural" has ·
a decidedly marginal position. Even when ·its importance is
stressed, .it is·thought to refer to certain 'Circumscribed habits <?r :
practices. People taik of "culttiral objects,'' with the obvious impli- ·
cation th<:'t there a·re non-cultural objects of a presumably different
. (hig~er) order of reality. Our talk reflects an achieved displacement
of cultural process from the center of our societies:
Cultural' value is realized in human beings having a world
through the meanings they create in mediating the real. Humankind subsists in many cultures. What does this mean? I(means that
the richness and aduality of being humap is realized in multiplicity
of enormously creative achievements, each unique and irreplace- ·
able, whereby the givenness of · cosmos is changed into the
significance of world. ·.
·
But all .of these alte~ative ways of understanding things and
ourselves are not welcomed as potentially enriching. Under ·the
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massive drive of indu,strial-Consumerist culture, all ~ltematives are.
denigrat~d as "primitive," "tribal," "archaic," or any other term that
will justify their repressiot1 and deny their right to exist.The monocultural imperialist drive of the economic world-system continues to
devastate the humanity of peoples. It needs to destroy cultures in '
th~ir 9eepest meaning· as processes - processes in which people ·
think for themselves and decide for themselves what is desirable and
what is truly signifi_cant. It i~ this' true meaning of cultural process
that cannot be furi.hered in a world ruled ,by market forces. .
A people's right to determine their own destiny ·;_s·surely inte-·.
-gral to their freedom. WJ1en det~rmining one!s own destiny is· re-·
duced to the · right to consume in the same pattern as others
consume; we have made a travesty of freedom. When the demand
that we be r~p~cted as a nation means being accepted by other nations as having become the same as them, we no longer know the ·
meaning of tme nationalism. But all the revolutionary theories of .
the nineteenth and twentienth centuries have this failure in common: the failure to appreciate the centrality of culture in the
liberative process. Tpe key to understanding these theories is to ·
· grasp their pre-occupation with economic and political evils. This
pre-occupation is understandable burn is not to be condoned. They .
concentrate on the inversion of political ' system by economic
system in Societies under the modem world-system. They fail to ·
advert to a second inversion that has been occuring, without which
the displacement of politics could not have happened. This is the
displacement of culture: A human world demands that people
should use a ·political syst~rn to mediate their decisions abb~t the
shape their world should have to the economic system. The.double
inversion -of the scale of values means that, in fact, economic
interests use the political system to convince the people that they
need just what the economic _system is producing·. Failure to convince~leads to repression of .the people by the political system, .
justified by th~ invocation of "national security." Faced with oppres.s~ve political power, it is understandable that some people think the .
. appropriate strategy must be the take-over of political power. But.
to take over a dominative apparatus is always a Pyrrhic victory; it
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. is to inherit the disease. The party·which claims to speak for the
.people fails'to promote the heart of the human good, cultural action
for freedom.
The answer to Lenin's question: What is to be done?, is to re- .
store people's pbwer of judging and deciding, people's control over ·
the political process and, through this, control 'over the economic
process. Our present situation is marked by the breakdown of the
integrity of human valuation. Political system, serving economic ,
futerests, functions to control' cultural value in f~oor -orthose
interestS. In such a situation, restoring the primacy of cultural process is_arressential and primary moment in furthering the good. With
each step ·in the elaboration of our explanatory model, what it .
means for the Church to live at the service of life is being clarified.
What should be emerging is.the perception that promoting the
power of community, creating a space within which people are inspired together to creatively name and control their lives and their
world, is the heart of the Church's actiOn as a healing presence in
the world .. Personal Value

·;

Personal value is realized in the authenticity of people. P~~
sonal value is the condition of possibility of cultural value being re. alized..It is creative people who re~lize value, in themselves and in ,
their milieu. In doing this they are an invitation and inspiration to
others to do likewise. In loving and being loved, people promote
~hemselves and others to ever deeper levels of creativitY and appreciation.
Struchlral change can make it easier for people to be' creative
and authentic but it 'can never supply for creativity. PerS<?nal value
. is realized in people being responsive to the built.:.in demands to be
attentive, intelligent, rational, responsible. This seems to some to .
be too obvious to mention but it is easily forgotten. EverY time we
try to manipulate people, every time a program is imposed on
people for implementation, we fall into the trap of forgetting that
cultural Va.lue can only be re~iied to the extent that people are par. ticipating intelligently and freely ..
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Personal value is only manifest in and through cultural activity
and, perhaps, that is why it is so easily overlooked'. But in lhe
absence of personal value, the culture degenerates into a slum. If I
am not in touch with my own life of feeling and with what is going
· on in my ·psyche, if i ·am not striving to understand how those
psychic dynamics relate to wider historical causes·, I cannot promote .healing, either my own or that of a wider society.
. .Destructive historical· pattems of relationship to the natural
world wreak havoc in the humari psyche. We live to a significant
extent from psychic power. So, if we are not in touch with our.ow'n
life of feeling, we :will not be in a position to bring forth the
responses ·that mak,e for a furtherance of life.
But where are we to get the resources to· sustain this·demand
for,authenticity in our living every day of our lives in the face oi the
frequently vi~ious reactions such authentic living elicits in a world
reluctant to change?
Religious Value

Religious valu~ consists .in being loved .unconditionally and
· results in the capacity to love without-restriction. It is.the experience
of being irifinitely cherished that makes possible the personal authenticity that can overcome evil with good and promote the heal- ...
ing of the world. It heals our ldneliness and restores our original
dignity and, in this way~ promotes us to freedom for life. So religious
value manifests itself in a .capacity for loving. We speak of a
movement of enablement from the top down through the scale of
values, beginning at this level of value. Religious value does not nave
to be explicitly named in order to be operative in people' sJives: But
nothing else can enable us to bring forth the creativity that consistently promotes life in a world where sin is n,ot to be elim~nated but
transcended.
-·
There may be, for example, a crisis in the land at the level of
.vital value, resulting in undernourished children. As our diagram has .
·it above, authenticity at one level is condjtional on authenticity at the
next higher level. Our problem in effective distribution of vital values
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may give rise to·questions which if pursued .would lead to new
technological, economic and politiq1l .institytions at the level of
soc.ial values. For these institutions to be promotive of a .good of
·order that is truly worthw~ile, they have to respect -the infegral
dialectic of community: they cannot simply be imposed on people.
But the development and iJ;nplementation of new technological, .
economic and political institutions may well prove to be impossible
short of a transformation of the cultural value$ informing a society's
way of life. And if some or many people have peen finding their
identity in patterns of consumption not to be sustained under the
new institutions, only thefr experience of affirmation at deeper
levels of their humanitY can free then) enough to embrace the
needed changes in the service of life. '
My limited example in the last paragraph belps to indicate how
the levels of value condition each other. Religious value is mani"'. ·
fasted wherever people of explicit or implicit faith are responding
.with love to life. And the response is typically dictated by where 'in , .
the scale ~ife is being threatened atany given time. So it is that the
threat of ecOlogica} disaster constitutes the / key challenge to
authentic religious faitti in o~r time. Ot;ir faith in fh:e God,of Life is.
shown by .our standing for life wherever victims are~being created.
Religious rituals dissociated from such witness are alienating for
people. The ,Eucharist cannot be celebrated a.part from a commu..: ~
· nity committed to th~ struggle for life. Apart from such a community it would have .no meaning.
, Such is my sketch of the scale of values which go 'to make up .
the integral human good. It has taken me so long to do this that our
~riginal purpose may bear repetition. We wanted to' clarify wh.at it,
might mean to correspond to God i~ history.' Reflection on the ·
biblical account of what God is do.ing in history· led to the divine
strategy of overcoming evil with good. Getting deeper into what it
might mean to "do good" is what led to our investigation 0f an explanatory m.odel of the integral human good. And I beg~n by insisting that the dynamks of salVa.tion in pistory are being .illuminated
by this investigation. Salvation has to do with wholeness, integritY.
Integrity me.ans living out in oudives the truth of life as it comes tO
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_us fro~. the hand of God. Violation of any level of life means that
the truth of life is violated in its integrity.The critical foundation for
the Church's option for-the poor is provided by our reflections. The
Church has no other place to stand but in solidarity with victims.
This is how it follows in the path of the Servant. But our modelprb,vides the further service of. indicating how to respond creatively to
the plight of victims.

Footnotes
1. A much-maligned man: unlike those who came after him,

he never called evil goo_
d, -even when he advised the Prince that it
might be expedient to do it.
2. Cf. - Stuart A Schlegel, TIRURAY SUBSISTENCE,
(Quezon City: Ateneo de Manila Univetsity Press, 1979), pp. 166167.
3. __ TO CARE FOR THE EARTH, (Quezon City: qaretian
Publications /London: Geoffrey Chapman, 1986).
4. "Power is a ce·ntral problem·of the technological age ... "
The passion for mastery led to advances in science, exploration of
distant lands, conquest and enslavement of peoples throughout the
- glob~,. and development of techniques for mass production and distribution bf goods. The struggle for mastery pitted _the .strong
against the weak, generating disparities of rich and poor, conflicts
betWeen metropolitan centers of power and dependent satellites.
, Thus, distributive justice becomes an intractable problem for a tech- ·
nologized world." .Gibson Winter, LIBERATING CREATION,
(New York: Crossroad, 1981). ·
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Chapter 3

Implications For Being Church
The Centrality .of Culture .
The single.most important clarification to be gained from our ·
·explanatory model is the key position to be accorded to cultural ·
process in the promotion of the integral human good. I would lik~
to draw attention to a sustained rT1oveme~t in the deve;Iopment of ·
the sodal teaching of the Church . which leads to a similar
. conclusion.
Paul VI and Developing Social Teaching .

The final document of the Second Vatican Council, Gaudium.
et Spes, incorporat~ the work of cultural an~ropologists and ethnologists into its section on cUlture. No definition was offered but
. a series of compleme'ntary descriptions which manage to.cover
both the classical understanding of culture and the modem empirical understanding. 1 But this conciliar teaching is optimistically
innocent · of the histories of deliberate cultural destruction by
colonizers.
·
· When Paul VI wrote Populon.im Progressio, he recognized that
"the sdcial question has ~come world-wide" and.saw the need for
structural change. He did not as yet see in cult,ural analysis ~he
integrating social role. His later · Octogesima Adveniens . is
unintelligible unless read as response to the documents of the Latin
American bishops at Medellin~· Faced with the concrete analyses·of
35
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the bishops and their discernment of th~ demands of faith in those
·. circumstances, Paw's response is to. disclaim haVing a univ~r~
solution. Now the local church is. entrusted with the task of ·
discovering its own authentic witness.
In this same document, Paul shifts his emphasis frorp. economics to politics, stressing the power-dimension of economic problems. But he goes on to pl'ace poUtics within a .wider culturalreligious matrix from which the deeper issues of life and its meaning
are more appropriately addressed~ 2 And he ends3 by stressing the
need for utopian imagination ·for creative thinking about social
issues beyond ·the-ideologies of technological capitalism and bureaucratic socialism.
Then in 1971 came Justice in the World, a document which is
to action on behalf of justice and peace what Chalcedqn was to
Christology. Its sixth paragraph stated that working for social justice
.i.n all i_ts forms IS seen as "a constitutive dimension of.the preaching of the gospel" and placed such action alongside preaching and
litu:gical celebration as n~cessa!Y dimensions of the church's .
mission. Such· action is thus seen as intrinsic to thei.r correct
understanding. Finally·, in 197 5, with E\langelii NLlntiandi, the ·
, tentative shift from politics to culture pre~nt in Octogesima Adveniens becomes definite. The 197 4 Synod had spoken Qf inculturation of the gospel among people of different cilltures. Paul now ·
relates evangelization to the Reign of _God as the only absolute. He
. gives equal prominence towitness and preaching. He integrates the
concept of liberation into his Social theology. The need is for the
evangelization of culture and cultures and it has to be achieved iight
to their very roots. 4 What has become clear to Paul is that strudural
· change is .needed and is impossible without creative cultural
change. .
.
- .
The social tea~hings of John Paul II are already enormous in
extent. For present purposes it is enough to stress that the theme
faith and culture is central and gives rise to a subsidiary p~eoccu- .
pation·with inculturation.
,
I cannot help but see this development as reflecting a search for
an ever more adequate grasp of the integral human good. And it
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reaches in its own way the same conclusion as that articulated in oi.tr
explanatory model: the centrality of th~ cultural.

Cultural Process and Human Survival
The truth of the economic values which we have been embracing for a few centuries now confronts us in two monstrol;ls facts: the
increasing .impoverishment of the majority of the world's population and looming ecological catastrophe. The facts a~e related. An
economic system geared to meeting the wants of some is proving
itself incapable of meeting the needs of the many·. The inanity and
perversion of this same system is revealed in its non-sustainability.
So why not change it? It ·s~ happens that the le\.rel of addiction to
what the system produces is so high that our revolu_tionary theorists
tend to conceive their task as that of ensuring that the5e 'goods".
will be (impossibly) had by all. The insight that i.s needed is that the
.consumerist path at present defined by the so-called deveioped
nations as humanly desirable:is dehumanizing and stupid. The in;-:
sight is to be had through refiection on the fact that such a path l)as·
·revealed itself as incompatible with .living on this our earth. It is al50
incompatible with living with our fell ow human beings since it can
only be had at the expense of the majority of them.
The level of change that is needed at the structural level calls for
- and •s impossible without - cultural creativity of a truly revolutionary order. People must come to reject craven respect for
bigness: ·sm~ll is beautiful, meaning that only the scale that inte-·
grates perfectly with the dynamics of o.ur earth is worthy of
admiration. What savages our earth is stupidity and must be proclaimed as such. People must come see.and live by the perceptibn
that our cultural disease, the cult .of maximization; of accumulation
of pos~essions, finds its significance in death, ·the death of people
and of our life-systems. But if such cultural creativitY is the sine qua .
. non condition of the needed .structural change, promoting the conditions of sucl) cultural creativity must take precedence in any truly
revolutionary movement.
Taking over political power a\rails nothing unless people gain
effective cont~ol over their o\vn destiny. Nobody speaks on behalf
4
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. of the people. People speak for themselves or not at all. And people
only express themselves through participation in the cultural
process whereby the .meanings and values without which they ·
." cannot live are subjected to criticism, Validation, correction or improvement.
· Relevance to Preferential Option for the Poor

The first phrase of the D.O.P.I.M. vision statement makes the
option for the poor the key to au~hentic pastoral practice. Since
much misunderstanding still attaches to this phrase, some preliminary clarifications may help in attempting to show how , our
~xposition above validates this option. .
·
One possible misunderstanding hears the word . option as
demanding a choice between people, a preference for some to the
exclusion of others. This is to confuse the recipients of the message,
those to whom it is addressed, ' with the content,· which is the
· intended focus of the phrase-. The option for the poor is about what
gospel is to be preached to everybody. The issue is not about talking
· only to the poor: the issue is about there being :only one Gospel.
And this Gospel-is good news to the poor and bad news for those
who insist on finding their identity in qeing rich. In a world of
structural evil, God ls partisan. God is on the side of the poor and,
if we fail to make this quite clear to everybody, we have betrayed the
.
truth ofGod in history.
Another total missing of the point lies in romanticiiing the
poor. This tendency needs to ascribe ·all kinds of qualities to the
. poor to justify God's partisan stand. They are/ portrayed · as
somehow more virtuous, "simpler," less immorat or less guilty than .
'the rich. But the sole ground of God's stand turns on the truth of
oppression, not on the mor~lity of the oppressed. Oppression is
· what kills life and the God of life must stand with the viCtims of oppre~sion in their struggle for lif~. There is a moral judgment involved
here but it is not that passed on individuals, either rich or poor. The
judgment is that passed on the morality of two conflicting causes.
There is the.cause of the rich and powe.rful and there·is the cause ·
of the poor. A judgment has to' be passed and q dec.ision made·:
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which of these fwo. conflicting historical causes is· to be supported?
Everything else will.hinge on our answer: .
· .. A third ·misunderstanding places .its focus on lifestyle. The
option 'for tJ:ie p0or is taken to mean living with the poor and like
them. Clearly, to take our stand on the historieal cause of the poor .
and to live this stand consistently will have inevitable and deep
consequences for our style of life. But the focus is once ag~in lost
when the meaning of the preferential op~ion is confused with its
consequences. And this confusion does not lead to authentic.living.
'Fidelity to .the truth of life is what grounds authentic s0lidarity with
the historical cause of the poor. The issue of lifestyle is taken care .
'·of by sticking with the ~or in their st~ggles and continually
,I supporting. their cause.
.
In clearing up possible misunderstandings of the preferential
option, I·hope to have conveyed the essential meaning of this option. Iclaimed earlier that the explanatory model of the human good
., does the Church the service of critically grounding its preferential
option for the poor. The model enables us to see how the creation
of victims at any level of the scale of values-undermines the authen- ,
ticity of all other levels. The total inter-connectedness of each of the
nine-levels means that life can only be furthered by solidarity with
victims. There ·is no other conceivable way. Perceivi.ng this in the
· light of our explanatory model removes any trace of cirbitrarin(>.SS
from the stand which the Church has accepted as its own .
. However, there is one quite radical observation that must be
made. The language of the option for the poor inevitably has us who
make this· option in focus. We are the acting subjects. ·What the
Bible is concerned with is people's own option for their liberation.
It is indicative of acertain alienation in our being as Church that we
find ourselves talking about our option for the poor rather than
about that which is of concern to God - the poor' s option for their
own cause. Once we achieve this corrective change ·of focus, the
meaning of the Church's option for the poor appears as follows: ·
being a Church that f,.acilitates the emergence of people who take
responsibility for their own lives, their own history, their own faith;
a Church which is genuinely the space where freedom, growth, and ·
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authentic;;ity for human beings become possible. Neither an authori. tarian nor a dominating Church can achieve this.
This final corrective reflection on the meaning of option for the
, poor .leads us on to consider the validating ligl:it .thrown by our
explanatory model on the other phrase of the D. 0. P.I }1. vision,.~
"... through the .building up of basic ecclesial communities."
Cultural Value and Basic·Ecdesial 'Community
The task of the Church is the.promotion of healing and creat·ing in history. The scale of values of the integral J1uman good
enables usfo see the central place of cultural value in this task. So,
only a Church which, in and thro~gh its own dynamics, furthers the
realization of authentic cultural value embodies the 1 shape of
salvation in hi?tory. In the light of the explanatory model, a Church
based on basic ecclesial eommunities is not just a possible way of
being Church: it is the only authentic way to be Church. I shall
develop this point in the concluding reflection on basic commtini·ties below.

An integral Spirituality
The fiercely atheistic revolutionary movements of the last two
centuries were fired to a significant extent through reaction against
what they saw as alienating religiosity. In the light of the scale of val'ues, it becomes possible to name more exactly the ground of
dissatisfaction. Along VJith the whole classical tradition; the Church
was constantly stressing the importance of religious, personal and
cultural value. With their emerging insight iJ?to structural determi- .
nation and its effect o.n vital values, the revolutionary tflinkers
tended to locate all human problems at this level. Since the Church
could not articulate the manner in which religious, personal, and
cultural value relate to social value, ~he Church's. reiteratjon of the
primacy of these values was s~en as avoidance of the real issue$ of
life arid history and theref~re as - possibly unwitting - collusion
with the evil of .the world: religion is the sigh of the oppressed
creature, it gives expression to the· oppression .but does not
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'challenge it. The response of the revolutionary thinkers was to
classify religious value as alienation, overlook personal and cultural
value, and strive mightily to en~ct. solutions to the evil of history. ex-:clusively through the levels of economic and political value. Such a
response cannot avoid doing violence to the very people it is trying
to sefve and emancipate.
Until such time as religious value is understood and lived in
relation to all other levels of value, Christianity will not merit a
hearing in our world. Short of this achievement, we will be left with
the dualism almost automatically associated with the word "spirituality" at the present time,· the duali~m which ledTom Berry to ·say
that what we really needed was "earthuality" ! There is only one gift
of qfe and it must be appreciated in it~ integrity. The God-of Life
cannot be worshipped in a world whose systems create·death. If we
are addicted to the very processes which are bringing death to the
·· poor, we are carriers of the disease ·and cannot iiberate anybody.
In our world, worship of' the living Goci' is manifest in creative
struggle against evefything that makes life and love impossible.
Integral spirituality reveals itself in cultural creativity, the capacity to
initiate alternatives _to system-dominated values. ·
Standing where God Stand$
If we ~re not to die horribly, forced to 'nuke' one another in our
attempts to preserve control over the limited and fast-vanishing re- .
sources of a planet, th9t we never learned to cherish, we must learn
to stand where God stands in this world. The issue of spirituality in
our times.is identifying where God stands in our wo_rld. We need to
correspond to the MysterY in history. In the light of the integral human good, it is possible to assert that God stands wherever life is
being victimized. In the light ofrthe ~rucifixion of Jesus,_it is im~s.·sible to deny that Goo is primarily identified with all the crucified of
history. Crucifixion is an on-going story: it is not over yet. Therefore, to ·be in touch with the living God as Jesus was is to seek out
the victims," identify with their cause, and support them in their struggle for life.
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.The issue is whether it is the historical project of the rich which
shapes our i:ninds and values, our sense of what is desirable, or
whether our allegiance is to the historical project of the poor, the
struggle for SUP.pressed and crucified life. Again, it is not a matter
of concentrating on the ·.negative rather than the positive: it is,
• rather, seeing death in what has been masquerading as posif e; it
is acting out of a true love of 'life that enables us to se? dearly what ·
it is that furthers life for all. The figure of Jesus is not a sad figure.
Nobody would have been enthralled by him, nobody would-have left
secure, respectable living and·risked following him if he did not '
embody a joyous freedom of life, a freedom which found an echo
in themselves, an echo which told them t~at this was what they most
deeply wanted to be. The difference between people struggling
wjthout faith and people struggling from faith is the presence of the
,, dimension of creative joy.in the latter. Those who struggle from
faith are not governed by the logic of the negativity, the evil, they
are fighting. They are governed by awareness .of the beauty, the
_ worthwhileness, of the life they are struggling to promote. As long
· as we are enslaved to consumerist values, any suggestion·that we
need fo change our w.ay of life is bad news to us. Our attention t~nds
to focus on what we have to give up, the things to which we are
:.\rtrtir~r;rt · No
•· or JOY
•
' poss1"ble .here. 0 n1
· · ht.· of
uuu·..,·~"".'
• ,..., rr·o:.\H.,.
-·-=-......NIIY
ts
y the ms1g
faith can bring liberation by ptitting us in touchwith what we really, ·
at the deepest level, want. The insight of faith shows us that our own
integrit;y as human beings demands that we will be able to look other ·
people in the eye without having to tum aside our faces from their
misery, torture and hurt. It is life in me that demands that I do·not
relate to other people . in dehumanizing. ways, in patterns of .
dominative power. If we could but listen to our own psyches we
would know where our happJness and fulfillment lie.
The heart of joy is knowing you are part of the direction of the
movement of life. Joy is not to be attained through forgetfulness,
a· chemically engendered 'high'; such escapes merely reap later·
depression. The joy of discipleship co11sists of knowing that you are
.in touch with the movement of life, knowing that you .are moVing
· towards healing and integrity.
•• 1
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The Gospel promises that no-one can take this joy from us. It
is, therefore~ in no way dependent on the actual response o{ other .
people to us in the world. If people faii to respond well to·us, this _.
. .cannot interfere with the joy of knowing that you are on the path
. of freedom, life, and integrity.
. The Acts of the Apostles provides a striking picture of people
transformed by such joy. Prior to .the death and resurrection of
'
Jesus; the apostles are portrayed as fearful and socio-centric
people, that is people whose lives are controlled by what the wider .
society will think of them, controlled by the_gaze of others. Set free
for living by the crucified love of Jesus, they man ifest a cheerful
single-mindedness in t!"ie pursuit of the truthd life that is impervious
to the frequent!>; murderous response of others. The lesson is that
if we wish to experience true joy in our lives we must simply cherish
life in its integrity.
To cherish life in its integrity is to experience real joy because
the goodness of the Giver, the goodness of the gift, and the
goodness df ourselves is known in and through the ,experience of
the integral gift. Even in the normal cm1text of struggling for this
integrity, the experience is gi~en that it is Life itself that empowers
us, .the power of God promoting people to freedom for the life of
'the world. The central _Christian symbol for celebrating the meaning
of our lives is the Eucharist. The preferred .formulation of .this
symjJol in the Johannine communities was "my flesh for the life qf
the world". Apart from serving life in its integrity, we cari know no
peace or joy.
.

Conc~udi~g . Summary .

My whole co~cem has been to provide critical foundations for
the particular self-realization to which · our locat_ Church has
commited i.tself. I maintain that a coherent formulation of how faith
relates to social reality validates our chosen path in 0.0.P.I.M~ The
shape of salvation in history lies in overcoming the sin of the world ..
A model of the integral humaffgood enables the concrete shapeof
. this sin to be identified. The Church·promotes salvation by over-
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coming historkal evil. We analyzed the evil as the growing impov.erishment of people and traced that back to the derangement of the
· cultural process, the structurally induced denial that people be allowed ·. to cr~atively shape thei~ own destiny. The way of being
Church must embody the opposite process to this historical evil.
,

I

Standing with the victims is the first and lasting step. But the
ooiy way that the Church can live out solidarity with the poor is
·through the basic ecclesial communities. We have inherited a structure from the past, enshrined in the Church's law, which is called
.the parish. There is no hope of the gospel being authentically
appropriated by the poor iti our contemporary situation through
. , ,the rec;eived geographical stmcture called the parish. It belonged to
a world where the cultural vitality of human communities made its
limited structilres tolerably effective. At present, the revitalization of
the power of communities to control thefr lives is the only process
in and through which the liberating message of the gospel can be
effectively heard by the impoverished majority.
This, I suggest, is where the deepest challenge to the spirituality of the priest, the Christian leader, enters in. It is the challenge
·of kenosis (Phil. 2:5) 7 self-emptying .that the others may live.
Commitment to. the basic community model of being Church .
involves abandonment of the pa~toral model where the priest is at ·
the cent~r of everything, delivering services and being affirmed by
the people for doing so. dying to such a.pastoral model is very costly
to us~ If our goal is to enable people to approixfate the Gospel .as
their own, the priest cannot have the cent.rat role in the dynamics
whicb effect this.The priest makes himself marginal to the?e central
dynamics by promoting the group of people.who have .to think ,
about and appropriate the gospel in. relation to their own lives.
Withoutthe support of the priest, the groups will certainly die in the
initial stage, so the priest is essential But these communities do not
revolve around sacramental practice in the way the parish re\(oived .
around sacramental practice. Accordingly, in order to be the priest .
the people need, I need to die to a priestly identity which turns on
sacramental practice:
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- It is not sacramentaliz.ation that promotes the life of the communities: it is appropriation of the Word of God as their gospel,.as
good neWs for the poor that enables them to nam~, understand and
gain control over their lives and their world in the power of the God
who is on their side. The Church furt-J:lers salvation through this
'
.
\
.
transformative power of community. And because it is their
appropriation of the Gospel that matters, I have to let go of another
cherished image of what it means ~o be priest - that I will be the
one to tell people what the Gospel means. To serve the Gospel truly
·in our situation is to open up a space where people can discover for
themselves its life-giving truth by reflecting on their lives in the light
·of the .Gospel. The servant of th,e community makes available to
pe_ople ·as much data as he can from tradition and contemporary
knowledge but he does this to. facilitate . people thinking for
· them~elves about their lives.
'
It is wrong to say thatthe dynamic of faith is reflection on the
Go~pel in the light of our contemporary sittiation. It is, rather, a
reflecti<?n on life in the light of the Gospel: the Gospel as the hermeneutics of the very lives we. are living. Thereby, the true significance of people's lives is illuminated in terms both of the evil that
oppresses and the truth of the God of Life who stands faithfully With
people in their struggles to further .life.
·committing ourselves to.being Church in this manner is the
meaning of the D.O.P.I.M. thrust. · It is not without its .dangers ..
Those who profit from present political power structures recognize
every manifestation of community power as dangerous tq their.
position and present control. They ate not mistaken in seeing the
. basic ecclesial communities as having huge relevance to politics.
They are mistaken in.thinking that this means a politiciz.ation of ftle
Church. What they are witnessing but failing to comprehend, and
much less w~lcome, is the realiz.ation of cultural value effected in
and through the appropriation of.God's liberating word. This autonomous power-of community is resented by all those on both the
Righf and the Left who do not trust people's capacity to determine
their own destiny and who in£ist on ·control. If we do what truly
needs to be done in our contemporary situation, we will please
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neitherJaction. And so our popularity, if not our lives, may b~ at risk
in.some quarters. The very peopl~ who have found us "congenial"
up to now may no 1onger find us so if we commit ourselves to this
vision of God who has always been on the side of the victims. But
popularity rating~ pale into ipsignificance wheh placed beside the
rather more important issues of knowing that our lives are historically worthwhile in promoting the lives of others and knoWing that
we are responding to ~e truth of the life that is in us and to the Giver
· of Life in our times.
·

Postscript on Celibacy5

Q. It would seem that your presentation of what it.means
to be Church is contradicted in practice by the discipline of
celibacy: instead of being "a space within which freedom .is ·
nurtu,red in a maximal fashion," it would appear to·be a pla~e
where restrictions'are placed on people's freedoms.

A. The question covers a number of distinct issues. It is best ·
.to tackle them one by one and I begin by talking about the value of
celibacy in itself. This is both difficult and necessary because of the
dearth of good theological reflection on this t9pic. Much of what has
been writt~n is vitiated by the confusion 'of purpose and effects·.
Even in magisterial treatment of this topic, the attempt is made to
justify the option of celibacy and thi's is typically done by drawing · ·
·. attention to the, manner in which it enables people to do other
thin9s. This results in functional treatments of celibacy- celibacy'_
is said to b~ a value because it enables people to "be available for
others" or "pray more." These arguments do not work.' It is impossible to proye that the qualities or tasks referred to are not beingequally well achieved by people who are not celibate. It is impossible
arid fatal to try to give a .functional justification of the value of
celibacy. Fatal because to attempt to give a functional justification
is to 'betray the deepe$t meaning of this gift. . ·
47
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The deepest meaning of celibacy is ·'scandalous to functional
thinking. The truth of celibacy consists in this: that some people,
-understandably few, are so affected by the wonder that God ~s Boundless Generosity, Unending Acceptance and Affinnation,
Forgiveness and Freedom - that they literally do n~t need any- .
thing more. In other words, the typical patterns of insecurity and
emotional need which play such a role in most people's lives do not
dominate in theirs. Of course, many other people know about the
love of God also, but they are not af~ected in the same way by the
knowledge. That is why we speak of gift in relation to the very few
who are affected in this way. Authentic celibacy is rare but wonderful. When people see a priest or religious consuming a lot, cluttering
· up l}is life with expensive things, building security all around him,
they tend to say that this is understandable because he has to
compensate. Their compassionate judgment .misses ·the point.
Their judgment on such a person should be that he is simply not
celibate because. if he were he.would not need to c0mpensate.
Authentic celibates are so happy to be alive in God's world that their
are striking witnesses to
deep needs are already met. Such people
.
the Mystery in history and what they witness td is a truth that eve- ·
rybody needs to be in touch with - the marvel of the truth of God
. for them. If there· are authentic celibates in the world, then the
whole world is enriched ,enormously because all people need to'
.have their deepest need met.
.In married life and friendship people support ·one another and
. confirm ~ne another's value and worth. This is,normal and great.
But no person was meant to be the fulfilment of another's unending
desire and relationships deteriorate when people demand of others
that they be the fulfilment of their desire. People are meant to
. support ~ach ·other in the truth of their unending desire and that
makes for authentic relatJonship. Only the universe and the Mystery
at its-heart can meet a person's true need. People can be sacrament
· of the truth of the Mystery for ~ach of us. This happens in m~rriage
and it happens through experiencing a truly celibate person.
I'm saying thatauthentic celibacy is witness to the Mystery and,
like all else that has to do with the Mystery, it can only be freely and
.
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cheerfully accepted and lived out. Anything else would be a contradiction and witness to.nothing. But where it is so lived out it i.s a sig. nificant thing for the life· of a · community . .rn a worlp where
emotional relationships are notoriously distorted by the possessiveness engendered by insecurity,, all of us need to experience the
source of unconditional affirmation with which the authentic
· celibate· is in touch. He or ·she embodies .the truth of life for ' ·
· everybody - that there is endless affirmation of our truth and
dignity as persons. Freed from compulsive needing, people c<;mld
relate freely out of mutual appreciation ·and life would be much
healthier for all concerned.
Having made some attempt to describe the positive value of
cellbacy,' I feel better about1 approaching other aspects of the·
·· question with which we began. There is, and has been for many
centuries.now, this diseipline or law in the Catholic Church whereby
only_those presumed to ha.ve the ·charism of celibacy are to be
ordained·to priestly ministry. This is the appropriate description of
the present situation. To try to formulate it by saying, for example,
that the Catholic Church demands celibacy of its priests is tb evoke
a situation of screaming injustice. rNo institution, no State, · n~ ·
Church could ever have the right to impose celibacy on people as
a condition. It would be a totally intolerable violation of human
rights. What present Church Law requires is that only tho~ who
discern that they have · this .charisrh of celibacy should present ·
themselves for ordination.
Now, one may argue about the desirability of such a law and say
that it is unnecessarily restrictive .of the field of ministry. But th~s
argument is irrelevant to those who have been asked to discern
whether they ar~ gifted with this charism and have given an
affirmative answer.The argument about restrictiveness refers to ~e ·
needs 9f Chnstian communities: it does not refer to the rights of currently ordained priests. As an argument which refers to the P~eds
of Christian . communjties, it is becoming over\vpelming. The
nlimber of Christian co.mmunitie~ which have a right .to. be no~r
ished on the Eucharist arid whose right to be so nourished is being ·
effectively denied ,by this restrictive discipline is i_ncreasing all the ·
1
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time. Unless this situation is redressed by the Church, we will be
pastorally guilty of a very grave sin of omission~ This is the main
soum:? of pressu:e for change in the Church's. legislation, not any
issue of injustice done to those ordalrie~ under prE?sent legislation.
Of ,course, adequate formation structures should have ensured
that celibacy was seen by people as a·di~tinct and separate vocation
to that of ministerial priesthood and facilitated the discernment as
to wfiether people truly had this charism of celibacy. Where people
we~e not encouraged -to discern about themselves i.n this way and
where they failed to understand that the issue was the truth of themselves and not an extrinsic condition to. be fulfilled in order to
become a priest, real injustice may have been done. I simply do not
know how adequate formatioh has been 1n contexts with whi~h I
hav;e had nothing to do.
. But the Church is·not saying that you have to become celibates
in order to become priests. It could never justly require that. What
the Church is at present asking is t;hat only those having the gift of
celibacy present themselves for priestly ministry. Whether, pastor- .
ally, the Church is justified in holding on to this legislation is
increasingly disputed.
Footnotes

1. Nos. 53-62.
2. . "It is for cultural and religious groupings, in the freedom of
acceptance which they presume, to develop in a social body, disinterestedly .and in their own way, those ultimate convictions on the
·.nature, origin and end of man andsociety." No. 25.
·3. Oct. Adven. No. 37.
4. Evangelii Nuntiandi,·No. 20.
S. Many important topics were raised'in the question and answer sessions. I have attempted to integrate some of them into the
.body of tl:e presentation but some proved resistant to integration.
Such was this discussion on celibacy. One major area, on salvation
and liberation, I have also omitted with a good conscience because .
of the recent Claretian publication of the excellent essay by the
· ·brothers Boff on-this
topic: they cover
it better
than I. .
..
.
.
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APPENDIX

Part 1

The Divine Solt-'ti9n to the Mystery of
Evil

A. strong case may be made for reading the Bible as a painful
l~ming process.. about the illusions of dominative power or the
power ~f Empire. More positively, it is fruitful to read the tradition
as communicating to a desperate world the means whereby it can
ov~rcome this awful power of evil in history.

In our own times, we are being forced to learn the inevitable end
of indulging such illusions of empire as we face the possibility
(probability?)·of an abrupt nuclear end to the human drama. What .
has been unmasked for us in a manner thqt was never available to
previous generations is the true face of domination and the creation
of victims as death. Not just death to the victims but death to all
involved in it.
The human drama has been marked by pell-mell successions of roles which could be designated as winners versus . ·
losers, victors versus victims, masters versus slaves, empires
·I versus colonies, superp6wers versus weakly underdeveloped
countries. The titanic irony of the nuclear arms race is that it has ·
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the potential to. end these scenarios. of heroic victors and
· crushed ·victims. Physically dominative power is reach1ng its
apotheosis ... The dialectic of master and slave, ·of viCtor and
victi01, ends in the universal victimhood of an human beings. 1
But I do not believe that anything can be learned from such a
lesson. Self-regarding fear of our own ,imminent.victimhood can
never promote creative responses to the crisis of our times. Fear is
not pioductive of creativity, at least not of the kind that can promote
life rather than death. What we have still to learn from the tradition
is the possi9il!ty of a creative love of life which ca~ overcqme evil
on terms other than those dictated by the evil. It is this possibility
. which constitutes the revelation of Ju~aeo-~hristianity: .

Culmination of the Old .Testament Revelation ·
. Transimperi~1l Form of Existence/Vision of the Servant

Whatever about the possible promise of the beginnings of.
Israel's experience, it seems clear that the te,mptation to understand
themselves in terms of the power of domination arose early and
decisively. Under David things got bad and then"they got progressively worse. I give the briefest of outlines.
Through playing the power game, interpreted ~s idolatry by the
prophets, first the northern kingdom was wiped out and then the
southern. Writing before the latter catastrophe, Isaiah gives the
clearest articulation of what is involved iri such idolatry. I borrow
here from what I have ~ritten elsewhere.
The superpower of the time was Assyria, aggressively militaf!stic, centered .on what is now Upper.Iraq. Small city-states,
, like Judah, were in dread of this giant. In the year 7.35, the littl~ ·
kingdoms of Syria and Israel joined to attack Judah. Their
purpose· was to force· Judah into an anti-Assyrian. alliance . .
Ahaz, the king of Judah, immediately appealed to the Assyrian
king for help. It came. Syria . and Israel were wiped out as
independent nations. The prophet Isaiah had not agreed with
. the alliance and had·confronted Ahaz. He urged trust in God
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who would give a sign (7 .14). But the .king did not listen. The
alliance went ahead. .
. The son of Ahaz, Hezechiah, wished to get out of this
alliance. ·But he was soon invited to enter into alliance with
Egypt in return for the super-weapons bf that era ~ Egyptian
· horses and .chariots . .Once again Isaiah came forward and
. warned agairist involvement in power-politics. Once again he
was ignored. Judah became Egypt's' strategic ally. -Then the .
Assyrians came. Under Sennacherib, they .swept -along the
coastal plain all the way to Egypt and Hezechiah was pinn_ed
down in Jerusalem. Isaiah persuaded him to hold out and not
give in to fear. Jerusalem survived ~or a further 100 .years.
Jn addressing th~ question of political alliances, lsai~h used .
, religjous language all the time. He did this because he saw it as a ·
religious matter:. He spoke of idolatry, of trust in God, of justice and
the lack of it. Peace is,· for him, ultimately a religious notion, as is
justice and security~ Since the final answers in these.areas concern .
Hving with all the people God has created, they involve some insight
ioto God's hope for human family .. ··
... To trust in armaments and alliances is, for Isaiah, to trust
in idols. An idol is an image of the power on which the state
depends. Everything is to be Sacrificed to these idols, including,
if need be, the people. All moral considerations are' subordinated to them: it suffices to invoke 'a matter of State security.'
· For Isaiah, this .is a rhatter of 'rnaking a covenant with death'
(28: 15). Any absolute doctrine of state security sets up the state
in the place of God. H cau$es us to .over-ride all mo~al
considerations in the, service of this doctrine, justifying any
degree of-violence. Ruling Classes everywhere .equate security ·
with armaments, guns, armies, 'the balance of power.' They
live a lie regarding .thei_r real wlne~ability .
. . .(For Isaiah), the security of the nation lay in the worship .
and the knowledge of the true God wh,o is known only in the · ·
work of justice. The men of Jerusalem feared the wrong things~
In~tead of awe before the God oflife and his demands of justice ..
1
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in the land, they stood in awe of military might", in awe of death.
And they made a pact, a covenant, with death. For this reason,
the prophet said, the nation was doomed tq destruction .
. . ;What brings. security to ·the nation is paying attention to , ·
. justice, attending to the case of the weak and needy of the
community. And such prioritizing brings security to the nation
beeause it puts an end to .the destruction ·which is going on
within it. The security of the State is a function of justice within
the society "'(hich the State is supposed to serve. 2 · ,

So it is that, no matter how great the number of Armed Forces
employed by the State, they cannot bring security to the commu- ·
· nity. The unjust society is literally:--not just,morally-indefensible
_and can never be made secure. Its insecurity is chronic, no matter
what ·weapons the State· employs. Because the real nature pf a
nation's weakness lies in the destruction of its people, first by
injustice and poverty' then through the depredations of consequent
war. The failure td address the true cause of insecurity leaves only
the pat~ of oppression. For Isaiah, idolatrous religion ls militarisl!l
and internal oppression. 3 And if a country has a security problem,
this is primarily due to what has already·been done to people, the
way they have already been sacrificed to the idols of the State. The
, misdirection of resources which economically·underlies the unjust
State manifests itself in a two-fold manner: militarization at one
' end, death by malnutrition at the.other.
. In all of this .Isaiah was standing squarely in line with .the
.prophetic tradition of · Israel in its age-old ·struggle against ,the
· imperialist pretentions of ·the mo~archy. Rdelity to God meai:is
living an alternative to the · dominative power of empire:. this
alternative is the power of community, non'."dominative, creatiye,
life-giving, and flowing from pursuit of the integral human good.
· The.end-result of this prophetic tradition has been labelled "the
second Exodus," the· Exodus of Israel from itself, the manner in
which it transcended its 5elf-understanding as a nation-power
lording it overothers and came to see its des~iny in the extraordinary
delineation of the Suffering Servant. .
·
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/ ·So, through what Eric Voegeliri called 'the Mosaic. leap in .
being,' the Chosen people had emerged in historical form in
.contrast to the hierarchical ·imperial societies of other peoples;
What is meant to exist in the present under God was·marked off
from the rhythmic attunement to ·divine-cosmic order which had · ·
resulted in the cult of the empire. The theopolity, the state under
God, was supplemented, for reasons of pragmatic survival, by the
institution of kingship and the· true shape of social life under God
failed to be differentiated from the order of the people's institutions
and mores. First, in his attempt to clarify th.e mystery of the tension,
Isaiah split the time 9f history into the .'c6nipactly unregenerate
present, arid a · quite as compaGtly transfigured future, of the
· concrete society. The · connection between the present and the
. future remains unclear.
Through Jeremiah this unregenerate present then gained •
its existei)tiaJ meaning, inasmuch as the prophet's participation in divine suffering became the ·omphalos (hub) of Israelite
order beyond1the ·concrete society. And through DeuteroIsaiah, finally, there · emerged from existential suffering the
.experience of redemption in the present, right here and now. ·
Themovement that we call the F.xodus of Israel from itself, the
. movement from the order of the concrete society toward the
order of redemption was thus completed. 4
Voegelin hastens to add that it was only the vision -of redemp. tion as the fruit of suffering that came to completion at this-point:
the reality had to await the coming of Jesus. But the mqvement
from the order of the concrete society he refers· to is the growing
conviction, above all of Jeremiah, that existence in society under
God-the whole _point of the Sinaitic revelation~as not to
assume the concrete form of a small Israelite theopolity surrounded
by mighty empires. Of course, Jeremiah did riot know just where
it was all meant to go from that point. He spoke of a new covenant
~tten on hearts of flesh.
Voegelin finds in Second Isaiah the symbolization of the
mystery of the Exodus from concrete order itself. It takes the form
of the Suffe'ring Servant. The prophet, building on those who had
,
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gone .before him, emphasizes .salvation as no longer turning on ·
.fulfillment of the law and this enables him to no longer oppose
Salvation and suffering. They cease to be alternatives. Israel has
been forgiven. Concern now can focus on the order of life under the · ·
.
Redeemer God. The Servant embodies that orger. Redemption is
revealed as.the fruit of suffering, right here and now. ·
- The new Israel is the Servarit of Yahweh through whom
, . God will make his salvation·reach to the end of.the earth.
(Is 49:6).
The .Servant's task is to spread th~ news of redemption .
from Israel to the nations. This task is not to be carried out
under the conditions of · a complete 'dissolution ~f the ·
empires, but rather under the conditions of a succession of
realized imperial ambitions. ·
So, the tqsk "will bring ridicule, humiliation, persecution,
. and suffe·ring to the inen who undertake it under such
'
unauspicious circumstances" (Voegelin: q07). '
- The Servant becomes "a,new type in the order of history,
a type created by the prophet il1~Israel and for Israel, to be
figurated by others until the task is accomplished" (507).
- ·. In the face of, adversity and abuse he will not tum back. •
"Trusting in God wiU he continue to speak with a disciple's
' tongue whathe has been taught by God" (512) .
.Finally, the people will come to believe the unbelievable tale of
representative suffering and when they do they will know the completion of liberation from the order of empire. '
·
.
"The Servant who suffers many ,a death to live, who is
humiliated to be exalted, who bears the guilt of many to see them
saved as his offspring, is the King above the kings, the representative of divine above imperial order. And the history of israel as ·
the people under God is consummated in the vision of the
ur-1known genius, for as the representative sufferer Israel has .
gone beyond itself and become the light of salvation to mankind'"
(515).
The Church must embody the vocation of the Servant. We
must take on our own shoul~ers the burden of evil and pay the cost

.
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of tumirig·it aHaround. But to do this creatively in any circ~mstances
is to evoke an alternative, the integral scale of values.
I have tried irt the briefest possiblemanner to give an intelligible
account of why the Mystery must be understood as the God of the
, Poor in Judaeo-Christianity. Representative of and corresponding
to the God of Life, the Servant must confront injustice and never
let up untff justice is established on the earth. This, of course, is why
he suffers! The divine initiative is an infinite costing embrace in love
o'f the world in its brokenness. The effect of this love is the.healing
of all that has been falsified, the promotion of the truth of life at all
levels, an affirmation of people .-that calls them to .responsible
freedom. the shape of salvation in history is that of people
. empowered anew to act iD love, that is, in accordance with the deep
down-truth of things.
If we, too, are to correspond to the God of Life, it is_incumbent
on us to both know and live from the truth of things.
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Part2

The Sc.a le of Values of_.t he Integral
Human GQod

As I suggested in the introouction, the most pressing problem
of our time is the discovery and articulation of the philosophical and
theological foundations of a normative social ethics whereby culture
and social institutions can be critiqued and changed through public
policies and personal commitments which will promote the human
g~.
.
One thing bl<?Cking the perception of this pre~sing problem
belongs to the malaise itself, i.e., ~he very way we have come to
think about culture in our times.' I do not mean her~ the proble~ of
usage where peo·ple oppose culture to work and mean by culture .
what they do in t11eir leisure time: I mean, rather, the connotation
that the technical meaning of the term has come to have in the
social sciences. For the cultural· sphere has now come to be
understOOd .as empirical, technological, and normless. It is as
though the absolutist Western mind, so convinced its way of life as
normative, has 'experienced vertigo · in · being unavoidably confronted with alternative ways of understanding reality: its inappropriate response has been to tend towards an out and out relativism.
All ethical choice is reduced to arbitrary personal preference. 'As a
'
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consequence, moral disagreer:nents · are reduced ts> ideological
struggies based on the will .to power. All morality is labelled by its
interest-group: revolutionary parties know of only one strategy of
action.
If the interventions of the Church are not to be regarded sin:iply
as further instances of power-struggle, more importantly, if the conflicting societies of our world are to have a future, we need .to-get
·beyond ideological legitimatlons to critical foundations. We need to
give a _publicly intelligibJe and convincing . account of the true
demands of human transcendence.
Creatively fighting injustice involves insights into the human
good which is being destroyed. The presence of such insights is
easily presumed in the presence of immediate death-dealing violence. But it must be remembered that most people (not,to mention
species!) die today because of elaborate systems of structural
violence. These systems did not come into existence without the . ·
collusion of very many people, including ourselves . .Lonergan5
commented that the multinational c_orporations are not new, in that
they. simply do globally what. has been the aim of our economic
enterprise for 'centuries. They are built on th~ ~ery principles-that
have been gradually shaping our economics, society a·nd culture,
i.e. our minds, f.or a very long time. As a result of such collusion, it
is extremely difficult for us to identify accurately the true sources and·
extent of the injustice present in ourselves and in-our world against
which we must' take a stand. yet, without such accurate identification, our most sincere struggles ean be undermined by the presence
in· them of the very evil that is to be overcome. 6 So, what is further
·needed, ·foundationally, is a critical account, ag~in publicly intelligible and convincing, of the human good in all its complexity.

The Notion of Value .
An unavoidable preliminary step to what follows is the clarification of the meaning of value. We need to make this very precise
indeed. Firstly, I understand the entire universe of being as having
· the-character of emergent process of quest, yearning, ascent, all the
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.way from the relationship betwe.en sub-atomic particles to interpersonal relationships.
·. Secondly, the structure of the human good is likewise marked .
by a pattern of ascending intelligibility, from objects_of desire
through intelligible orders that consist of interlocking schemes of
recurrence to values properly so-called. In everyday discourse, any
object of desire tends to be referred to as a value. But this cannot
be accurate since we deliberate regarding valµe and the question
whkh we put to ourselves for deliberation is: I~ it truly wo~hwhile?
and unpacking the "truly" is what yields the notion of value. Since
good relates to desire, any good is commonly referred to as a vqlue.
But, again, this neglects ~he possibility of irresponsible choice: value
relates ·~xclusively to the good ?f order a$ object of reasonable
, .choice. This brings ourselves who make the choice unavoidably into
focus: we.makes ourselves, shape our effective ori~ntation in me,
in the choices we.make. Along with the terminal values to be chosen
there is the or~ginating value o(the chooser. ..

The mvvement from the l~vel of good of order to that of values
is coordinate with the movement in our minds and hearts from intelligent and rational conscioµsness to ratiGnal self-conscipusness,
the topmost level of h~an consciousn_ess that is conscience. 1 The
, movement from envisaging the human good on the two levels of
(i) objects of desire, and (ii) of the good of order to (iii) judgments .
about the human good .on the level of value is completely tied up
with the issue of rrioral conversion. Only those who have come to
accept responsibility in all their actions for the consequences of ·
such action on others, on the wo_rld in and through which we live,
. and on the makfng of themselves really subvert the criterion· of
choice from satisfaction to value, the sign of mpral conversion. 8
Simply to make the move from object of desire to good of.order is
not yet to have reached the moral level. The good of order is
involved in any recognition of schemes of recurrence that affect
objects of desire. B.ut people can become very adroit at figuring out
schemes of recurrence as ways of meeting their desires and needs
without thereby becoming.mo~aL 9
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Morality is not simply anything· that has to· do with the
. relationship of. means/~nds. The means/ends relationship is a
purposively rational one. As sucl}, it is pre-moral. Its basic criterion
is efficiency or expediency: Clearly, people can be enormously
efficient in wreaking havoc and destruction on others and on the
world. What is it that promotes the means/ends relationship to the .
level of morality? It has to be taken up into the horizon of the self
as originating value, i.e., employed in relation to the question of the
comprehensive meaning of one's life as human, .of reality as
whole. This involves movement from the relational aspect of a
good-good for someone, for some end-,irito universal context. .
There is a relationship to the whole involved in the choice of any
part and in making a judgment of value·we are necessarily taking
a stand both on the nature of the self and ori that .of the universe.
Only the acting out of our orientation towards the universe of being
and trying to bring finite choices within that horizon makes them
·
moral choices.
Ultimately, as I hope we can make clear, this means bringing
the particular good or good of 'order into relationship with other
goods.in their concrete relationships and finalities within a hierarchical order · of ~lues as vital, social, cultural, personal, and
religious.

a

Limit as Enabling
.

.

.

One final preliminary idea remains to be treated. It involves the
claim that creativity results from emb~acing limits. Creativity results
from successfully maintaining the tension between transcendence
and limitation. This means that tnie creativity has a dialectical
structure and this structure is to be found wherever people are
striving to further the integral human good.
1. The Movement of Life
Reference was made above to the work of Doran and the
manner in which he developed his position out of·his attempt
· to cprrect the oversights ·of psychoanalytic theory. He came to
see that it is impossible to understand what is happening i~ - a
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person apart from understanding relations to the wider community and culture. _
1. 01 ·The deepest desire in peopl.e is to inake sense of .
their lives and this desire is fulfilled to the extent that they
discover arid follow, step by step, the direction that is to be
1
found in the movement of life. The key to our lives is to be found
in the challenge of history, the .challenge to become subject
(Freire), i.e., ~'progressively to restrict the realm of chance or
fate or destiny and progressively to enlarge · the realm of
conscious grasp and deliberate ·choice." 10 To fail to find ,the
direction is to be become- more or· less sick, ·committed to ·
meanings which fit neither ourselves nor our.universe.
l.02 The key to 'this transition from depth psychology to
the critique of contemporary society is the realization that the
hum~n psyche is never the cause of its own victimization: "The
complex is not responsible for the genesis of its own disor.der. "11 PsyGhic illness derives frorh distortion of the movement
of life in us but this distortion derives from our involvement in
the wider historical process. Disordered complexes are usually
the consequence of our ·inevitable participation ·in the distortions at work in our communitY and culture and are always the
victims·of human history:
of significant others
of $OCial situations emergent from the distortions in
qne's community
of derailed cultural values
of one's own freedom, self-destructiveness.
1.1 Dialectic of the Subject
The integrity of the hum~n subject is a matter of sustaining
a tension betw~en the principle of limitation in a human being;
which is the body and sensitive psyche, and the principle of
transcendence, the dynamic of our spiritilal reach, our ability
to go beyond. This ter{sion of limitation and transcendence is
rooted 'in the disproportion between the patterns belonging to

I'

'
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. . the bodily organism and the patterns belonging to the reach of
our intellectual consciousne:ss with its unrestricted .objective .
.Our psyche shares in both patterns· and experiences their'
_tension. Psychic health is a matter of.remaining in the tension
in suc'h a way .that the self .as integrator is always open to .
transformation by the self as operator through the emergence
. of further questions. As Doran says, 'it is a delicate negotiation'(94). Displacement of ·the tension towards limitation heads
towards depression; displ~cement towards transcendence .
heads towards schizophrenia, losing the roots in bodily existence. Our dreams can chart the changes in the sensitive
psyche.
1.11 The dialectic here is that of the movement of life with
. the normative order of the search for direction in that movement. Th.e goal to be achieved is the personal integrity of the
subject.
.
.
Many have stressed ~he need for imagination .if there·is to
be a way forward for us but they fail to give a coherent account
of how imag_ination is to be.brought into play. Doran presents
us with a notion of transcendence as a universal characteristic
. of .the inquiring self in i~ unfolding inner demands whose
intelligibility is self-authenticating. And he does this in such ~
way as Jo make ·equally intelligible the transcending linkage of
emotion, imagination and intelligence. .
.
It ,is the i.ntegrity of · the dialectic of the. subje~t which
liberates imagination. Integrity demands that the victimization
. of th~ psyche be healed: this calls for attention to the victim(s)
within and without.
!

..

1..2 Dialectic of Community
The pnnciple of limitation at this level is that 'of our intersubjective' spontaneity, the principle of transcendence is the
workings .of our more ' or less conscious intelligence at the
service of the common good. Failur~ to. sustain this dialectic
yields the group bias of clique/class/nation. The goal to be
ac;hieved .is,the integrity of a social environment.
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1.3 Dialectic

of Culture

Analogous to the dialectic of the subject at the level of
personal value, and to the dialectic of community at the level
of social value,. is the peculiar dialectic of culture. The integrity
of.culture determines 'the values of a milieu. The need here is
to prevent the dynamics of cQltural process from becoming .
proximately practical and expedient. The creative integrity
needed to reflecf on what is, to criticize it and to generate
meanings and values to orient a way of life, cannot operate if
the cultural -process is marginalized or reduced to being proxi- ·
ma.tely practical, with people reduced t_o the stq_tus of passive
consumers and our jqumalists, writers . a~d commentators
simply mirroring back to us the values which brought us into our
presen~ mess.

!
I

2. The .Full Exparisio~ of the Scale of Values
Valuable though the interlocking triple-dialectic model undoubtedly ·is, it demands unpacking in terms of the ·yarious
levels of value involved in it. In particular, the relationship ·
between different levels of value needs to be made clear,: a
model is explanatory only to the ·extent that it is implicitly
defined_by internal relations. As the summary scherne on page
56 below indicates, there are nine levels to be interrelated.
2.1 Levels One to Four: Ecological Values
In .accordance with our present state of understanding of
our world, we have developed the sciences of physics, chemistry, botany and zoology. Perhaps the most significant obser:..
vation to be made about the impressive development of these
sciences is the extent to which we have consistently failed to .
appropriate thein as self-knowledge. It is almost as if our
.passion to control through knowledge was a reflex of our fear
of the universe and of belonging to the universe
a means
of distancing ourselves from what we feared. The most-obvious
message of ·an that we .were investigating was the extent to
which we belong to, are produced by, the every processes we
were coming to understand: we were really studying ourselves.
this was repressed.

and

I

·I
I

·i
I
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NINE LEVEL
STRUCTURE OF THE HUMAN GOOD

Religious (2 .19)

from above ·
Conditioning
and
Enablement

. Personal (2.18)
I.

·· ·

,

Cult~~ (2.17)
.·

.

.

<_ .: ___ _
·

superstructural

. infrastructural

·

Social (2.16)

·

political

~ economic
·

. technological

Vital (2.15)

Zoological (2.14) ·

· Botanical (2.13)
Chemical (2.12)
Physical (2.11) · · --~-----Genuine movement
between levels
occurs only through
personal relations

.from below
Differentiation
and Creativity

Authenticity on
one level requires
authenticity of the
next higher level

4
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2.11 The continuity of life between us and ·the whole
universe at the physical, chemical level-there are bits of the ·
stars irt us, the self-same phosphorus, for example-grounds a ..
-. huge insight into the true dimensions.of our own story as being
the twenty-billion years story of God's unfolding universe. But
to.realize this is to understand that there are hurrianly relevant
values to be realized at all the interrelated levels of the e~erging ·
universe. In the emerging proce~, the enormou? time inyolved
. was needed to lay the foundations of the possibility of emergence of developing life. It is not as though the foundations
could be discar.ded . following the emergence: they remain.
foundational, sustaining what has emerged. The water, the.air,
~ the sunlight through our ozone filter-~ll remain essential to
· life. If they are pollt.1:t~d, everything dies. There are themes f~r .
a renewed religiosity, one not alienated from our earth, to be
found here. Likewise, a true understanding of divine Provi. dence can emerge from· medit~tion on the extreme fineness of
the process of the emergence of our universe. Ultimately, since
God is known in and through God's works, ~ religiosity which
does not passionately·1ove and cherish the earth is in deep
trouble. ·
2 .12 Respect for the chemical constitution of ourselves in
continuity with our world should be manifest in what we regard
as food. Since 1953, .some people have been fighting against
being poisoned by pesticides and .food additives. Despite
evidence that many of these additives are earcinogenic in
animals, they continue to be used withput the slightest intention
of the!r effects on humans being monitored by the food produc- ·
ing companies .. Money is available to find a technological 'fix'
for unfortunate people who have been poisoned and have
. contraded cancer. No money is availa~le for preventative
cure-to determine what is wrong with what we eat and how
we live so that the technological 'fiX' will not be needed! A
preventative cure would eat into the profits of agribusiness. As
people in Davao are discovering, mercury is not on the menu
of the natural foods F.arth has created for us over eons of subtle
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experimentation regarding what is and what is not compatible.
Instead of eating ·from this richness, people are encouraged to
stuff themselves with the fake junk put out by multinationals
with less knowledge of the Earth than could be crammed into
an .empty peanut shell.

Ecology versus Environmentalism
Ecological awareness has to do with the knowledge that:
:- the twentieth century is heir to deadly perils growing out of .
industrial and technological development;
a biospbere that preserved Hfe over eons is endangered;
the con tin.tied existence 'of the human species is not to be
presumed·in the context of the drastic destruction of life in
which we are involved.
But very often the above data is presented in the categories of
environmental degradation and its true ecological
significance-and seriousness-is missed. A frame..of mind which ·
has grqwn accustomed to treating the Earth as resource for
·exploitation, for ·transformation into commodities,.cannot grasp
the real challenge of ecological catastrophe. It tends to see' in
. everything just another technological challenge.' But there are some
.realities ~hich just have to be leftuntouched-:-it is only in that sense
that they can be considered resource. Such realities are the planet
itself and the sun and the atmosphere; they make life possible and
must be preserved in that state which enables them to do so.
The World Bank people are representative of the absence of
' ecological awareness in.the leaders of government and industry in .
their total refusal to'modify their development programs in favor of
· ecological recovery. They consistel)tly ignore the interests of any
people who live outside the formal economy despite the fact that
the problems of such people are caused by that very economy! They
/
merit t~e critiqu~ of Edward Goldsmith: 12
- .· "If Third World people are poor today, fytr. Conable, it is not.
that they suffer from a shortage of transistor radios, plastic buckets,
tinned pet.foods and the rest of .the ruqbish that development is
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making available, at.least to the ri~hest among them, nor is it even
that their villages remain to b~ electrified or that they have no access
to piped water. If they are poor .it i's above all becau~ their
environment has deteriorated, because t,he rivers from which they
derive their fish and their drinking water are now contaminated with
agricultural and industrial chemical, because loggers have cut down ,
their forest causing their rivers to ·become torrents, their streams
and'springs to dry up and their weather to change because their land
has been eroded and desertified by large export-oriented ag'ricultural undertakings." . . . (The projects funded by the Bank) "only
satisfy the short term financial and politic<:11 interests of a small
group of bankers, bureaucrats, industrialists, engineers and politi,cians. The short te1m intere~ts of such a group are totally incom- ·
patible with the long-term interests and needs of qn increasingly impoverished humanity." For the technological minc;i, ecological
questions are reduced to better management of the environment.
"The technological ~ge subverts its own questioning by its commitmentto technical answers. "13
,
There is rriuch more involved in ecological awareness. It
perceives the true meaning of our scientific knowledge of the Earth
as self-knowledge. It grasps this meaning by critiqueing the ideology
· of science as 'mastery' for the·loveless, fear-ridden syndrome that
it is. In place of the exploitative maximizing productive applications
of this knowledge, it proffers a praxis of cherishing, appreciation,
nurturing life. This spirituality (it is truly that) knows the break that .
is to be made. It recognizes the mentality of dominative power to'
.be at the heart of all of our e~ological problems. It sees that the way
people relate to the earth is a function of the way they are relating
to other human beings.
·Where environmentalism maintains the dominative power
· mentality, ecological consciousness breaks with market values and ·
power values, the unwieldy concentration of political power and the
destructive econoi;nics it serves. It accepts the demand for arestructuring of all il.L?rhuman relationships since domination enters
into our political structures, sexism, authoritarian child-rearing,
education, etc. 14
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It may seem odd tl;lat I have spok~n about rEtligious and social
values in the context of physical and chemical values but this is the
whole point of the integral human goOcl-it demands the integration of ·every Jevel of value. It·is to see that true human creativity
results from embracing enabling possibility and enabling pdssibility
is precisely the·body connected with ·its ·universe.

2.13 There is something unique about the mass extinc:tion of species· which is going on at present. It is not just that
species are being lost at an unprecedented rate-some 400
times faster than at any other period in recent geological time-but the range is ·wider than .ever before. In earlier mass
extinctions most of the plant diversity survived: now for the first
· time it is being mostly destroyed: 15 Most people are unaware
.that our modem farming methods have reduced crop diversity .
to the point where we now rely on just eight crops to provide
75 per cent of our food. This loss of genetic diversity makes our
agriculture very vulnerable to disease or climatic change. Only
access to wild species of plan~ in the future can fortify modem
varieties against such .threat. ·
Hence the' suicidal nahire of current destruction of- our
richest pool of life foJI!lS in the death of the tropical rain-forests . .
2.14 A recent finding is that forevery species·wedestroy,
possibly twenty . others go out of existence b~cause of the
intricacy and total interconnectedness of all living things. This
means a huge recalculation of . the ·extent of biocide· t~ be
expected \>efore the year 2000 and nobody can say what this
will mean for human life on the planet. But this same mterconnectedness indicates that "sooner or later' the vital functions of
·earth's ecosystems will be sufficiently impaired that the planet's
carrying capacity for human beings will plummet, perhaps over
. a period of decades, perhaps within a single year: Then
hymanity will be faced with extinction. "16
2.15 Vita/ Value
Vital ~lues are those -of health and strength, .grace and .
vigor . .They pertain to food and drink and shelter and care ..
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· Without food people die. Wherever children are malnourished,
the next generation faces the challenges of life with irreparably
diminished human faculties. Hence, along with the previous
levels, ·this level cor:istifutes the essential underpinning of any
further levels of value. We must be in unqualified &>lidarity with
people anywhere whose vital needs are not being met. 'To
worry about cosmetics and lilxuries but to neglect life-enabling
ne~s of our fellow inhabitants of the planet is to rupture
ryuman identity' (Falk_).
·
But the 'plans' for growth through expanded production of
present state and market f<;>rces work against the priorities of.
basic needs. They strike at the heart of human community on
which all long-range prospects for human .hope ultimately
depend.
2.16 Social Value
Social value is the value of system. Vital values need to be
met in a sustain<?d and recurrent fashion: it will not do to be.fed
just once! ·What ·ensures that vital values will be met in a
· recurrent fa'shion is the good of order which is systemic. Henc~,
soeial value is to be defined as the value of system(s) which
ensures that the vital values of a total population will be met 1n
a sustained and recurrent fashion. Social value sub-divides into
the values of. technological order, economic order, and political/legal order.
2.161 Technological system
_The social value of technological system pertains to
· the system of tools which a people employs to facilitate
production. Tools. may seem to be value-neutral and
therefore unproblematic. To assume this would be a drastic
mistake. We live in what has ·been termed the technosociety. The name points towards the extent to which not
just our world b_ut also our imaginations are shaped by our
technologies. .
.
We are deeply enslav~d to our technologies. It mani.·fests itself in our faith in.technological 'fixes,' our inability
.
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to appreciate human scale and appropriateness. 'According to Mumford and , Ellul, this is our real prison. The
message should be clear that technologies built on a drear!i
of indefinite expansion and constant growth are ill-suited
to a planet of limited resources. Nobody in our times can
afford to accept uncritically.the proffered technologies as
suited to the resolution of our problems.
· The unfavorable reaction of many in government to
the idea of appropriate technology is indicative of the ·
extent fo which we hav~ all come to live by faith in
inappropriate technology. Bhopal, Chernobyl, Chal. lenger.are the most recent names to shake the C<?mplacenC.Y of simple technological faith. But people concerned
_with popular sovereignty have known all along ,that technologies beyond the control of local communities can
never be trusted to further life. We must get over our
addiGtion to the technological 'f,ix.' . ·
Beyond the political implications, there is a serious
challenge to culture and religion here. The spirituality of
· · the techno-sodety centers on two symbols which distort
the symbol of good creation.
The symbol of progress transformed the biblical hope .
· for the fulfillment of creation into infinite human
progress through mastery of the world. ,
The symbol of power as · imposition of human will
transformed the. biblical symbol of the human in the
·image of. God (a God whose mode of production is
infinite cherishing) into the ,human in the image of a
monarchical ruler. 17
· It is clear that nothing short of nuclear catastrophe will
cause the modern world to eschew technology. This leaves
just one option for survival for a contemporary Westernized·w orld-to embrace its creative powers while compre.:.
hending how these powers may be modes of attunement
- to nature and knowledge rather than modes of domination
and exploitation. There is a marvellous creativity operative
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· In our modeqi sci~nc~ b~t it ·is heavily obscured by peing :
so excessively ham~ssed: to· t,he"military-industrial com· ' .
..·plex·. Compliance With this li,mitless ~aterial ·groWth proj- . .
-~ct . of modernity, is possible 9nly through ·a . systematic
. forgetfu~ri~ss· at19~ repression of what it does to th~ f:arth .·
and · to. th~ htiman ·p~yche ~ True technological value, is
def.in~d by appropriateness Jo the life ~lues _
of the,planet .
·
··· ·
and i,ts people. , · ·
(

~

..

2.162Econornic Value
· Ecqnomic value is.realized in .the system which -can
meet the vital heeds of a total populationin·adequate .and ·. recurrent.fashion.To formulate such a normative defini. tion is·to p0int to the significant non-realization of eco:nomib ~lue in .our present world.

2.i63 Political V,alue· ·, · ,, '
· · '_ Despite the .protestations of ·capitalistic faith in $elf- ·
·regulating markets! economic system.cannot of itsnatur~ .
?e self-adjusting to s;hang~ng circµmstahces. The value of
political system is to be found in an order which erislJres
· that .the heeded-adjustments'.will ·.be forthc·oming in "the ,·
economic system to meet 'the demands of changing.Cir:.:
cumstances ·and fluttuation·s. This control of the economic ·
by .the political System is What guarantees that the.. eco~ ,
nomic system Will continue to meet the vital needs of ~total
pap'ulation.in c~anging circumstances:
,
2.17 Cultural Value
Alt'the'. ~reative social m~vemerits ·in.our world are ag·reed
on one thing: ·the need: to .alter· the character .of relations
between· the ·state-and ci~l _societY. .Re-establish.ing:peopie '.s-·
. ·,qmtrol over t_heir own destiny is the realization of cultural value: ·.~ '
·Without consensual gove_mment there is the . tend~ncy - to
·: . p~9111ote internal violence and provide pretexts . for inter- .
ventionarypolicies; "Atthe core of,struggles to establish a more
peaceful world i$ the .whole,question of governance. "18
i"
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· The Feminist Dimension
.

.·

J

.

.

•

.

.

•

·.

.

.

It has;becorne comiri~oplate to stat~ that a mecha~istic c~ltural :

model has·cdme·to dominate ali industrialized societies. But Gibson .
. Winter points to ·a, complexi.ty even here: tecl:lriologic~ societies
operate . With ·rri.echano-rnorphic images in' Pdlitico-economic ·
organization yet· preserve 'orgcmictst 'hierarchies of male ·domi-..
. . ~ci~ce •in familial, ,religious, arfd .interpersonal communities.
Hence, sexist ·oppression is integral 'tor tfie structure.of 1ndustri~i
·.societies,that are thre_atening traqitjonal peopies-a11d ylt!inately aff
.- of us 'throughoutthe' world. 19 , . ' .
..
..
· " \ ' .The,_~xperience of oppres~ive·· govema~ce is. g.rounded in ·
.~culturat patterns of .relationship at all ·levels. ·The ·key feininist
. perc~ption is qf the.rel~vance of e~eryday relati~nships to politics.
"Adam Michnik, on .behalf of .Polish . SOlidarit;y, has · eloqtient.ly
' , explai~~d how the i~s~stence of citiz~ri~ o~ truthfulness, ·openness ' ·
and restricts
the control. of the most arbitrary
and trust lmderm'ines
(, .
.
arid authoritarian govell)merit, e5pecially if the~e postures are
.·struck ih a mil.itant ·:way, .that' is aS defiance that, at least in
.· ...pot~ntialitY;
expres~es
a.. com~itment
to
honest aCtion.even·at
t~e
, .
.
:
.
.
I
...
20
.. · ri~k of death·or imprisohmef}t. " .
. ..
.
. ~. _. The structures emerging from women's movements that are .
highly r~le\tant to popular .governance are:
·
.
.?penness and trust in all dealings; , · ·.....
consent; .
respect .for law~
.
- ,. fo,mess. · · , . ' . · · .· · . · ·\ _: · · :. ··- ,: . .· · · ., ·' ·.
Further qualities are gentle anger; shared le?ldership that wor~s
-.·against cults of per5onality; C\ blurred. boundary between personal . 1.
. relation~ and public agenda; ' disfriterest ip traditional authority. ;Ii rol~s; . avoidance of hierarchy; "reli~nce on Song, darke, prayet' as. ; ~
.pnridpal instruments.of struggle.
.. , . .
.
.
I·. hav~ presented the women's movement ,in S<>me ·detail
precisely to. gt.ve a deseripti~e, definition of wh~t <is ·involved il-i .
· cultural val_u~. Cultural value is realized in the process of human ,.
· beings. d~termining
_the... meanings
and. the vaJues' by which they
_Will.
1..
.
.
/
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. live and by which they Win sh~pe thefr world ..Expressed in thi's way~
it-is easy to'see th~t.what was referred:tO- above .as the dialectic of
·· culture is central t6 the dynamic of human freedom. If people give ·
away their _right 'to name their world, .if they allow,others to define .'
fo~ ~em how the '~orld is to be sh.aped, they have ceased:to .be' .
.. ·
... ;
. . rn~sters of th'eii owr1 d~stiny. ~ 1 . · ·
. The. power of corrtmtinity is' the matrix." o( cultural value. A
glance atthe qualities of the worhe~;s .organizations detailed above ..
i~ enough to .show that what is operative in them i~ 'the power 'of
, ~omrriunitywhich promotes participants-to freedom and responsi-· .·.
. bility in open loyalty. It is\precisel.y the same dYnamics tha~; make
, Basic Cprisfian Communities liberat~d areas of both society ai:id
·~nurch. .
·
·
~·~. ·
·
,·
(

..

,)

.

.

_.·

,·

· folitics 'beJong to the Infrastructure
.

.

·/

"·,

""

'

,

· . .To insist on placing cultu.ral value above politiCal value is th say

that peopl~ ii:t a h~al~y SOC~ety never give over their OWn ultimate
·right of control to the state. It is to insist that the political system·
· belongs .,to.t~e -infrastructure of\a·society. Lookin~i'at the ord~r. ~f"
. values delineated so fpr, the major diso~der of ,our worldbeco'mes
.cJearer: it.~on~ists of an.·inversion of the true .order·ih that (i) the
' .po,litic~l· _sys.tern .d~~ .nqt ' ~ontrol .,the econ0mjc system in our
·· societies; ·(ii) it is controlled byeconomic interests alfd thus 9i~places
·cultural dynamics from the key position of decision-making for the
society. Urider.sucfra double reyersal, politics: iri~t~ad of beiog the .
mecha.nisrh that mediates cultural values . to th~ .fechnological and .
economic sy?tEµllS, becomes.C_oercive propaganda to convi~ce ~he .
PoPUlace that they need what. the system is delive~ing Jo_them.
1

'

)
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'

"
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•
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· 2.'181 P~rsonal Value , , \ . _
· <; .
. . ~- .
The .condition
the realization of·cultural value is ·the ·
' creative authenticity·of ;the individual persons whoJ)articipate
in a·society.ffechriologically shaped imagination constantly by-: · passes·this bas~c truth, -as d6' those who believe .that coercive ··
;power (tal<irig:.over the apparatus of, a domihative state) tan' ':
.·, . heal human ills.-- Where peopl~ .-. achieve authenticity in their ·
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' feeling, knowing ·and doing cultu;al values .thnve. ,This i,s the
· - . import of the quotation from.Adam Michnikbn page_sixt~four
above> ·
··
·
' '

'I_/

. '2 ..19 ·, ·.Religious V~lue ·

'-:-·

·· .

'"

.......:.

··
· ·, Sustained ~uthenticitY In all of.0.ur living is not p6ssible -··
, without the experienGe of.unconditjonat ._affi11J1ation; without
.· knowing that the Mystery at fu.e heart of the'univer5e is:o~ our
· side~ Becausethis ~}'.)er was Originally directed to people of
, explicit · Chrisfja1\ ·faith, Part One abo~e . was deVoted to a ·
.· I._··. clarification of the heart:of Judaeo Christiah faith, its \inder-. .
, st~ding of how the .MysterY is ·pre5erit is bistory. It is this -.
' ,• ' . -.religious kno~ledge which 'empowers people to stand wlnera~ .
· bly against'eno~qus odds, to~ommit theinseives to creativitY ,
~and healing in.the midst of resentment,.hafred arid viol~rice, . to ·.
r~main steadfast in th~ face'of personal f~iJures, to keep hope - . aliv~.- ... "
.
.i .
·: ,.
.
. .
i

I

I.~

;

Conclusion ·

..

·,
I

Th,i~. book is ·not a_blueprtnt. Uke many other .p'OOpl~; ~I do not
b,elieve _in.grandiose scheme~ concocted by intell~tttals 'that claim
to have_:the S?lutiot)'to the worlq's ~roblem_s ~. . ;.. . l ' ,, •. - - .. _··.
. Whati'S presented bere is quite inodesf.':_ lt-is an attempt to
outline al) explanatory matriX.of the .t{uman ·good. I feel that' the·
. model outlined f~~ds 'suppcirt ih th'e 'actual creative respor,is~s td the
. challenges of hum~n survival in our times. Implementation -of the ·
·mo.delis what-matters. My.hope 1ls to have provided s0m'e help to ·.
. . th~se Willing to GOinmit themselves to such impie~en~ation. ' - .
. . . Theva\ue.of this modeliies ~nits integral nature. At the religious
level the heal!ng'·of our times is.: in large.part.the: overcoming of '
· · dichotomies that should never- haye
Symptomatic of ,the.
recentpastare spirttualitie~th~tiwere riot'earthualities,;,a hope for ·
. the kingdom'of God that didnot include tbe rest of creation;;the 10ss
of the sense of.the mystico1)olitical coristituti~nof faith. This m<>9el ·
. enable~ us to·see the- interconne~tion of ali the levels of \lalue, how .
each. level is releyant to the realization of all of the, otherle\rels. .
v
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The model invit~s, ~.encou~ag~s ~nd enables. us· to ·see' how:
e>ctensive malnutritiqn of children is~ 'challe~ge t6_religiousfaith,
how personal·authenticity, r~lized in c~tural value, is ~sential to .
. the humanization of politics, how the phrase"integrityof creation" ·
receive appropriate analytic expansion, a.nd how 'faith (being
i religious val~e) and justice (bei~9. social value) are to be.mediated to
22
·. one another.
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u~dersta~dirig of sCie~ce, 'mastery'.o~er .nature, ~tc~ : The·~im wasto clarify-what was.social s6 that it wiil not be absolutized. , .
_· :Then there is the unifying fac~or in the ¢o~plex inv~stigations
of Foucault: the analysis ·q f the ever so. subtle and far-r¢aching .
. patterns ·and manife~tations of power.'. I read this work a~ stre5sing ·
. that fo~s--of '~wer arid domination ~rrneafe . the whole ·of our ' \
eve!"Yqay conscio.usriess and are·' ope!ative<irl all the ta~en-for
granted patterns of relating in which people ar~ involveq. In this
perspective, there are not. and ' ca·nnot be disparate forms of
. oppres;io,n: economic ·destniction, sexism, (racism; political and .·
. economic oppression, consumerism, · ~re all interlockihg·' tacets of '
·dominating power that controls, us an the more ~ffectively to the
' extent that we try to localize and part~cularize it i~ one structUre: We
have·to becorrie awai:e of howprobl.ernatic ·o~r own ·consciousness
ha,s''" beconw in terms all '"the ,cultural values we have 'taken for .
granted as' 'natural,' '~yond' deformation. by dominative.; power. . ·
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,
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. of the d~v~lop~ent in.papal social teaching in th~ last two decades
· , referred to ·. iri · the Introduction qbove, - and (i!). the .change in'
emphasis iri 'liberation theology in regard .to popular .religiosity:
despite its arri~iguities, it has come. to .tie seen as 'crucial to the
. li~rating ·. pr0.cess. artd this implie5 ·r~c~nitibn 'of the creative '
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•t CLARETIAN/ISBN 971-501-332-5(np)/333-3(bp)
Confusion can attach to either the demands of faith or the concrete
path of witness. Whatever the source, such confusion makes
radical witness an impossibility.
This book attempts to dispel such confusion by promoting a
better understanding of the dynamics of the integral human good ...
It tries to illuminate the Law of the Cross under which the Church
should operate. It clarifies the dynamics of the human good on the
realization that living in accord with this Law demands insight into
these dynamics.
Life under the Law of the Cross is actualized in the concrete
mission of establishing the integral scale of values in human-earth
and inter-human relations, establishing the appropriate relation
between the social infrastructure and the cultural superstructure of
society. This will serve to clarify the dynamics of historical
salvation and the concrete paths to be followed in participating in
such salvific process. Then it elaborates on the implications of all
this for being Church ...
- From the Introduction
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